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FLOODS
Nearly opposite of the wildfire risk is Butte County’s flood risk. Countywide, flood risk also is considered
Very High, with the valley communities considered at highest risk and the mountain ones at lowest risk.
Thus, Oroville, Biggs, Chico, and Gridley are considered Very High to High while Paradise is Medium.
A flood is defined as an overflowing of water onto an area of land that is normally dry. Floods generally
occur from natural causes, usually weather-related, such as a sudden snow melt, often in conjunction with
a wet or rainy spring or with sudden and very heavy rainfalls.
Butte County has proclaimed nine states of emergencies due to flooding between 1950 and 2006 and
residents have submitted over $3 million in flood insurance claims since 1978. Butte County has a
Mediterranean climate with cool, wet winters and hot, dry summers. A wide range of precipitation has been
recorded through Butte County.
Precipitation is normally in the form of rain, with snow in the higher elevations, and ranges from
approximately 20 to 80 inches per year. Flooding problems in Butte County occur in the mountains as well
as the poorly drained valley floor. Butte County’s foothill and upland areas generally do not have flooding.
However, drainage problems in the Paradise and Butte Meadows areas do exist. The runoff from
impervious surfaces is also a concern, particularly because the surface area of impervious cover is
increasing.
Floods of record occurred in December 1937, December 1955, December 1964, February 1986, January
1995, and January 1997, ranging between 20-year to more than a 100-year storms, and caused hundreds
of thousands of dollars of damage.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
The larger streams in Butte County are subject to heavy runoff, and a number of smaller streams have
caused considerable flood damage in the past. While significant steps have been taken to control the most
serious flood hazards, many areas of Butte County remain vulnerable to flooding. The seriousness of
flooding in these areas has grown in the last 20 years because development continued in areas that were
previously thought to be out of the exposed floodplains. Now many of these areas are known to be prone to
flooding.
As the Sacramento River meanders within the floodplain, its channel in the Butte Basin area, upstream
from the project levees, is largely uncontrolled.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Severe winter storms are the principal causes of flooding, which can be exacerbated by heavy seasonal
snowfalls and rapid melting as warmer spring weather occurs. Butte County’s flood history shows such a
pattern. The Local Hazard Mitigation Plan (LHMP) notes that:
•

Direct impacts of flooding can include injuries and loss of life, damage to property and health
hazards from ruptured sewage lines and damaged septic systems. Secondary impacts include the
cost and commitment of resources for flood fighting services, clean-up operations, and the repair or
replacement of damaged structures;
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•

Depending on the geographic area involved and the economic and demographic characteristics of
the area, the effects on industry and commerce may be significant. Flooding can cause damage to
commercial and industrial structures, damage to vegetation, crops and livestock. Flooding also has
long term impacts on agriculture, preventing the planting of crops and reducing the productivity/life
of orchard; and

•

A slow-rising flood situation will progress through a series of stages, beginning with minor rainfall
and evolving to a major event such as substantial flooding. Once flooding begins, personnel will be
needed to assist in rescuing persons trapped by flood waters, securing utilities, cordoning off flood
areas, and controlling traffic. These actions may overtax local agencies, and additional personnel
and resources may be required. Flooding can cause damage to roads, communication facilities
and other infrastructure. Road inundation can severely impair interstate commerce, impacting
commercial and industrial ventures.

Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Weather conditions set the stage for flood emergencies. However, most normal flooding builds up over
time, allowing time for preventive actions and evacuations to occur. Unlike sheet flooding common to the
Midwestern parts of the U.S., flood waters in California tend to dissipate rather quickly, except for low
elevation valley areas.
Existing Warning Systems
Flood monitoring and warning systems are relatively highly developed. They range from various electronic
notification measures, commercial news broadcasts, and even door-to-door communications.
Summarized below are the principal flood areas within Butte County:
•

Big Chico Creek: Flooding hazards within the Big Chico Creek watershed is attributed to potential
high flows from Lindo Channel, Sycamore Creek, Rock Creek, Keefer Slough, and Big Chico
Creek.

•

Butte Creek: There have been seven high discharge events on Butte Creek, as recorded by a
gauge maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). According to the FEMA FIS and FIRMs,
the water surface elevations under a 100-year and 500-year storm event would encroach on the
levee freeboard and overtop part of the levees along Butte Creek. The Butte Creek levees were
constructed in the 1950’s and the condition of the levees at this time, with respect to structural
integrity or seepage, is not known.

•

Cherokee Canal: Cherokee Canal experiences flooding due to heavy rains and valley flooding.
The primary flooding hazards within the Cherokee Watershed is caused by sedimentation and
structures located within the FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA).

•

Dead Horse Slough: The Dead Horse Slough crossing at El Monte Avenue experiences periodic
inundation and nearby structures have inundated as recently as 1997. In the lower reaches of Little
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Chico Creek, the Little Chico Creek crossing at Alberton Avenue and at Taffee Avenue has
experienced levee overtopping, sheet flow flooding, and levee seepage.
•

Feather River/Lower Honcut Creek: Flooding in the Feather River/Lower Honcut Creek
watershed has been attributed to several sources: Dry Creek and its tributaries, storm water
drainage in the City of Oroville, the Feather River, and Wyman Ravine. The three major forks of
Dry Creek originate and join within the City of Oroville’s urban area.

•

Dry Creek: During high flow events, the northernmost fork of Dry Creek exceeds channel capacity
and inundates the Oroville urban area. There are seven detention basins on the three forks. One of
these detention basins is the Argonaut basin, located on the middle fork of Dry Creek, which fills up
before all others in the system. Channel erosion in the tributaries of Dry Creek was evident through
the developed areas in the City of Oroville.

•

Dry Creek Tributaries Confluence: Heavy development and excessive erosion near the
confluence of the three main forks of Dry Creek in the City of Oroville urban area, exposes nearby
residents to potential flooding.

•

City of Oroville Stormwater Drainage: The limited capacity of the urban storm water drainage
pipes in the downtown area restrict the volume of water that can be conveyed to the Feather River,
leading to local flooding at different locations in the City.

•

Feather River: During high flows in the Feather River water rises through the gravel deposits in
the industrial area near the Feather River Boulevard on the west side of the City of Oroville. The
severity of this problem is proportional to the water surface elevation in the Feather River, which is
contained by levees above the adjacent ground, through the industrial area. A boil in the Feather
River concrete levee near 4th Street and Safford Street creates a leak during high flow events. This
levee is maintained and operated by the City of Oroville.

•

Wyman Ravine and Tributaries: Wyman Ravine, which is located south of the City of Oroville and
runs northeast to southwest in that reach, floods nearby houses, Palermo, Highway 70 and many
County Roads including Alice Avenue, Lone Tree Road, Cox Lane, Stimpson Road, Central House
Road, Middle Honcut Road, Lower Honcut Road and Railroad Avenue in the lower reach.

•

Hazelbrush Levee: The Hazelbrush Levee is the western levee of the Feather River below the
Thermalito Afterbay spillway. This levee is located where the Feather turns from southwest to the
south and immediately downstream from this area the Feather River channel is constrained by rock
piles from gold rush days. The combination of the channel turn and channel blockage, along with
the location above Biggs, represents a significant threat to Biggs. A proposal that has been
discussed within the City is the reopening of passages beneath the Union Pacific Railroad tracks to
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allow water to flow to the west in the event of a levee failure above Biggs. Originally built on
trestles, the base of the rail has been filled and now serves as a levee. Unfortunately, in the event
of a levee breach northeast of Biggs, flood water would flow in a generally southwest direction and
upon meeting the rail tracks would be forced toward Biggs.
•

Keefer Slough: Flooding along Keefer Slough is due to water naturally diverging from Rock Creek.
The frequency of flooding has historically been dependent on the debris and vegetation in Rock
Creek between State Highway 99 and its upstream divergence from Keefer Slough. Notable recent
flooding events occurred in March 1983, January 1995, March 1995, January 1997 and February
1998, February 2004, March and April 2006 when Keefer Slough flooded homes in the vicinity of
Keefer Road, Keefer Slough, and the area southwest of State Highway 99. State Highway 99 was
covered with floodwaters for several hours during each of these events. The floodwaters continued
southwest, affecting much of the area between State Highway 99 and the Southern Pacific
Railroad, including the community of Nord.

•

Lake Oroville/Upper Feather River: Although there are no FEMA repetitive loss properties nor
FEMA-designated SFHAs within the Lake Oroville/Upper Feather River watershed, flooding
hazards occur primarily upstream of the Concow Reservoir at several road crossings at Concow
Creek and at Cirby Creek.

•

Concow Creek: The region near the Concow Reservoir, north of Lake Oroville, has experienced
periodic inundation and several crossings are severely deteriorated. In particular, the Hoffman
Road Bridge at Concow Creek has limited capacity and is inundated during annual storms. The
bridge has severely deteriorated and cannot handle heavy traffic that would be expected during
rescue and evacuation. The culverts underneath the bridge are severely damaged and large
sections of concrete have fallen into the creek and show signs of continuing erosion. The Hoffman
Road Bridge serves as the only route out of the area for the close to thirty residents who live on the
right bank of Concow Creek.

•

Cirby Creek: The Camelot Subdivision, just upstream of the Hoffman Road Bridge, contains many
privately owned bridges, such as the Cirby Creek Road crossing at Cirby Creek that have limited
capacity to convey heavy flows and suffer debris blockage in high flow events. Many of the bridges
cannot handle the heavy traffic that would be needed for rescue and evacuation purposes.

•

Little Chico Creek: Flooding in Little Chico Creek has largely affected residents within the City of
Chico urban area; however during high flow events the lower section of the watershed has
experienced substantial damage. Flooding hazards are primarily excessive vegetation in the Little
Chico Creek channel, flooding from Dead Horse Slough, flooding in the lower reaches of Little
Chico Creek, and the levees along the Little Chico Creek- Butte Creek Diversion channel. The
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DWR is responsible for maintenance of the levees and channel, funding is provided by County
property owners through DWR, Maintenance Area 5.
•

Magalia Dam: Magalia Dam, located along Little Butte Creek, has been identified as at risk to
failure in the event of significant seismic activity. In the event of such failure floodwater would
cause significant damages in the Little Butte Creek and Butte Creek Canyons and would exceed
the capacity of the downstream Butte Creek levees.

•

Pine Creek: Pine Creek is a significant watershed in Tehama County; the downstream portion is
the smallest watershed in Butte County. Additionally, the Pine Creek Watershed has a very low
population density. Flooding in the Pine Creek watershed has been attributed to limited channel
capacities due to excessive vegetation and sediment deposits, which occur in both Pine Creek and
its main tributary, Singer Creek.

•

Ruddy Creek and Ruddy Creek Tributary: Areas of flooding along Ruddy Creek have been
noted throughout the basin. Flood damage was reported after the February 1986, January 1995,
January 1997 and February 1998 storms. Since the 1989 FIS, widespread flooding was observed
in the 1995, 1997, and 1998 winter seasons.

•

Lake Oroville Operations. Immediately prior to the January 1, 1997 storm, DWR began releasing
water and created an additional 200,000 acre feet storage capacity in Lake Oroville. These
releases likely averted a catastrophe of much greater proportions for Butte County.

Levee Failure / Overtopping. Both the Sacramento and the Feather Rivers pass through the southwestern
portion of Butte County. Failure or overtopping of the levees along the Feather River could result in minor to
severe flooding depending on the type of levee failure and/or the volume of flow present at the time of
failure. The segment of the Feather River from which overflows would affect the County falls within
Department of Water Resources (DWR) Maintenance Area 7. DWR levees are inspected twice annually
and receive regular maintenance.
The right bank (west) levees have been bored and it has been determined that they do not meet stability
requirements to withstand the 100-year event. The Sutter Butte Flood Control Agency (SBFCA), has
formed an assessment district and secured funding to design and construct a project or projects to stabilize
and restore these levees to the 1955-1957 profile from the Afterbay to the Sacramento River. Since these
levees protect an Urban Area (Yuba City) as defined in Government Code Section 65007(i), these levees
will need to be certified to provide a 200-year level of protection.
.
DWR has estimated the channel capacity in Management Area 7 to be 210,000 CFS. Due to channel
limitations of the Feather River near the Yuba River and below Bear Creek, the maximum allowed release
criteria for Oroville Dam is 160,000 CFS. Structurally, the release gates can allow controlled releases of up
to 250,000 CFS. Emergency spillway design capacity of Oroville Dam would allow up to an additional
629,000 CFS of uncontrolled release. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has estimated the
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capacity of the Feather River in Management Area 7 to be 210,000 CFS. DWR has estimated that a 200
year storm event would require releases of 170,000 CFS from Oroville Dam and that a 500 year storm
event would require releases of 250,000 CFS. In the event that conditions require unusually high release
rates (in excess of 150,000 CFS) DWR would notify local jurisdictions and emergency response agencies.
Additionally, flows would be increased incrementally to allow for evacuation if determined necessary. In
February of 1986, exceptional runoff conditions required unusually large releases of water into the Feather
River. Following the 1986 floods, the Corps conducted an evaluation of Feather River levees. In early
January of 1997 an unusually warm storm series resulted in exceptional rainfall/runoff in the Sierra Nevada
immediately after a series of heavy snow storms. During the six day period of the storm as much as 40
inches of rain fell within the Sierra Nevada.
The greatest threat of the 1997 storm was the potential for overtopping Oroville Dam. At the peak of the
storm inflows to Lake Oroville were 358,000 CFS and the lake level was rising 1.5 feet in elevation per
hour. The maximum lake level was 13 feet below the emergency spillway elevation. If heavy rainfall had
continued an additional six to eight hours, release rates from Oroville Dam would have been much greater
than the approximately 160,000 CFS which DWR released during the 1997 event and Feather River levees
might have been overtopped, resulting in flooding.
Other Flood-Related Hazards: Bridges
Bridge damage and collapse due to high velocity flow and excess debris pose a risk to life and can cause
damage to property and structures. According to Flood Damage Survey Reports (DSR) conducted by
Natural Resource and Conservation Service (NRCS) and Butte County for FEMA, the flood event in 1997
caused: Embankment failure to the Oroville-Chico Highway, 1.1 miles east of Midway Road. The eroded
material was replaced with rock fill to the original profile, resulting in $21,000 in repairs. The Butte Creek
Bridge on Nelson Road, eight miles west of Highway 99, had extensive damage to the support columns
and embankment, resulting in $68,000 in repairs. Erosion of the piers and the bank on the north side of the
Honey Run Covered Bridge had to be repaired to its original condition, costing $16,000. Damage to the
Butte Creek Bridge at Humboldt road due to excessive rock, trees, and debris carried by floodwaters
resulted in over $25,000 in repairs.
The bridge at Humboldt Road and Colby Creek sustained damage to the bridge abutment and guardrail
and cost over $12,000 in repairs. The Sycamore Valley Road junction with Cohasset Road at Cohasset
Bridge sustained damages behind the bridge wingwall, where floodwaters overtopped the roadway,
washing out behind the bridge wingwall and cost over $6,000 in repairs. The Meridian Road Bridge was
overtopped causing pavement deterioration and washout of the riprap, resulting in a portion of a $7,000
repair. The Pine Creek Bridge on Nord Gianella Road sustained debris damage resulting in almost $6,000
in repairs. The Skyway Bridge at Butte Creek sustained damages that cost almost $4,000 in repairs.
Risk Assessment
The larger streams in Butte County are subject to heavy runoff, and a number of smaller streams have
caused considerable flood damage in the past. While significant steps have been taken to control the most
serious flood hazards, many areas of Butte County remain vulnerable to flooding. The seriousness of
flooding in these areas has grown in the last 20 years because development continued in areas that were
previously thought to be out of the exposed floodplains. Now many of these areas are known to be prone to
flooding. As the Sacramento River meanders within the floodplain, its channel in the Butte Basin area,
upstream from the project levees, is largely uncontrolled. The river’s action plays a key role in shaping the
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topography and determining land uses within the area. Within the Sacramento River floodplain the lands
are low and flat, characterized by meandering channels, natural levee terraces, swales, and associated
wetlands, swamps, and ponds.
Private levees have been erected along the banks of a large portion of Wyman Ravine. However, levees
along the lower portions do not contain 10 year storm events and their effectiveness during 100 year floods
are negligible. A levee extending approximately 3,500 feet north of Palermo Road to 2,000 feet upstream of
Lincoln Boulevard is more significant. Several levee systems have been constructed along Butte Creek,
Cherokee Canal, Big Chico Creek, Hamlin Slough, Little Chico Creek-Butte Creek Diversion Channel,
Comanche Creek, and Little Chico Creek.
An evaluation of these levees found that they do not provide protection from 100 year flood events.
Inadequate levees and/or channel capacities were found on portions of the following streams: Butte Creek
downstream of the Skyway, Hamlin Slough, and the Little Chico-Creek downstream of the Butte Creek
Diversion Channel, Comanche Creek, and Cherokee Canal. During intense storms, water would typically
over-top these levees and break out of the channel, usually not returning for several thousand feet, if at all.
The Sycamore-Mud Creek and Sandy Gulch Corps project levees were designed to provide a minimum
100-year level of protection for the Chico Area.
.
Effects on people and housing. Direct impacts of flooding can include injuries and loss of life,
damage to property and health hazards from ruptured sewage lines and damaged septic systems.
Secondary impacts include the cost and commitment of resources for flood fighting services, cleanup operations, and the repair or replacement of damaged structures.
Effects on commercial and industrial structures. Depending on the geographic area involved
and the economic and demographic characteristics of the area, the effects on industry and
commerce may be significant. Flooding can cause damage to commercial and industrial structures,
damage to vegetation, crops and livestock. Flooding also has long term impacts on agriculture,
preventing the planting of crops and reducing the productivity/life of orchards.
Effects on infrastructure. A slow-rising flood situation will progress through a series of stages,
beginning with minor rainfall and evolving to a major event such as substantial flooding. Once
flooding begins, personnel will be needed to assist in rescuing persons trapped by flood waters,
securing utilities, cordoning off flood areas, and controlling traffic. These actions may overtax local
agencies, and additional personnel and resources may be required. Flooding can cause damage to
roads, communication facilities and other infrastructure. Road inundation can severely impair
interstate commerce, impacting commercial and industrial ventures.
Risk assessment conclusion. Flooding due to heavy precipitation is a potential hazard in Butte County
with the resultant possibilities for damage to property and loss of life. Severe flooding can be particularly
costly and have long term effects.
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DAM FAILURE
Flooding due to dam failures can occur. Their severity is a function of the failure mechanism, its speed of
onset, the type of construction (e.g., earthen, concrete, hydraulic fill), and other factors.
Dam failure may be caused by faulty design, construction, and operational inadequacies. The cause can
also be due to a flood event or earthquake larger than the dam was designed to accommodate. The degree
and extent of damage depend on the size of the dam and circumstances of failure. A small dam retaining
water in a stock pond may break resulting in little more damage that the loss of the structure itself. In
contrast, a dam break could result in the loss of irrigation water for a season causing extreme financial
hardship to many farmers. An even larger dam failure might bring about considerable loss of property;
destruction of cropland, roads, and utilities; and loss of life. Other consequences can include loss of
income, disruption of services, and environmental devastation.
While the probability of occurrence is considered Low, the County-wide estimate of severity is judged Very
High, with the communities of Biggs, Oroville, and parts of Gridley considered Very High.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Magalia Dam, located along Little Butte Creek, has been identified as at risk to failure in the event of
significant seismic activity. However, in the event of such failure floodwater would be slowed by the Little
Butte Creek canyon and would be conveyed to the Sacramento River. No flooding in the vicinity of Biggs
would be anticipated from failure of Magalia Dam. A primary cause of dam failure is exposure to seismic
activity.
The California Department of Water Resources has identified dams which are considered safety hazards
due to potential damage resulting from earthquakes. Oroville Dam and the Thermalito complex are not
considered at risk to seismic activity.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Dam failures are rare events but capable of producing catastrophic impacts. Inundation maps have been
prepared for most state regulated and federally owned dams. The maps are useful for estimating
inundation zones and possible impacts. Naturally, the worst consequences would be associated with
failures of dams at high water levels, normally in the spring and early summer.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Some dams fail quickly and others “erode” more gradually, depending on several factors. It can be
assumed that most dams will drain to their lowest level in less than 24 hours (most likely 12). Depending
on the terrain, the water can move very swiftly and then slow down as it spreads over the flatter lands
where it will lose velocity and depth.
Existing Warning Systems
Dam failure warnings depend on observation by knowledgeable people, effectiveness of communications
with public safety personnel, and effective public warnings and timely evacuation actions. Occasionally,
warnings may be received from members of the public and other unofficial sources because of their
proximity to the dam in question for other reasons.
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Butte County Flood Map
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Hazard
Appendix - B
Fire
Butte County EOP

FIRES
A wildfire is an uncontrolled fire spreading through vegetative fuels, posing danger and destruction to life
and property. Wildfires can occur in undeveloped areas and spread to urban areas where structures and
other human development are more concentrated. To describe an area where urban development has
been located in proximity to open space, or “wildland” areas, the term “wildland-urban interface” is
commonly used. The most common type of wildland-urban interface results when development occurs
immediately adjacent to wildland vegetation. Other interface conditions can be created when urban
development is intermixed with wildland vegetation, or when pockets of wildland vegetation occur inside
developed areas.
The responsibility for the prevention and suppression of wildfires in Butte County belongs to the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE), the Butte County Fire Department (BCFD), the El
Medio Fire Protection District and to individual cities within their incorporated areas. As the major fire
fighting force in the County, CAL FIRE /BCFD maintains 48 fire stations and support facilities either fully or
cooperatively. The CAL FIRE /BCFD also maintain a fleet of firefighting equipment in Butte County,
including engines, aircraft, squads/rescues, bulldozers, water tenders, hazardous materials units and heavy
rescue vehicles.
CAL FIRE and the United States Forest Service have entered into automatic aid agreements for the
purpose of wildfire protection in Butte County. The Bureau of Land Management contracts with CAL FIRE
to protect its lands within Butte County. Automatic aid agreements are reciprocal arrangements in which fire
protection agencies share personnel and equipment during emergency situations. The cities of Biggs,
Chico, Gridley, Oroville and the Town of Paradise are all signatories to automatic aid agreements with both
CAL FIRE and BCFD.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Countywide, the wildland fire risk is considered Very High, but it is not evenly distributed. Valley
communities, such as Biggs, Chico, and Gridley range from Low to Medium risk, but the communities of
Oroville, Paradise, and other foothill unincorporated communities (e.g., Cohasset, Forest Ranch, Yankee
Hill, Berry Creek, Forbestown and Bangor) are High risk.
Butte County has an extensive history of large damaging fires, most of which have burned within the urban
interface area resulting in not only the loss of property but life. During the past decade, Butte County has
experienced several large and damaging wildfires in and around the wildland urban interface areas. In 2000
and 2001, three fires in the Yankee Hill area burned close to 12,000 acres, destroyed 65 residences,
numerous outbuildings and vehicles, and resulted in two civilian fatalities.
The Butte Lightening Complex fire occurred in June/July 2008 due to a series of lightning strikes causing
fires that eventually destroyed over 200 dwellings in the Concow area and caused the evacuation of up to
15,000 people and thousands of animals. There were initially 36 lightning caused fires; however while not
all the fires were in Butte County some of the fires threatened Butte County communities. The fires
threatened the Town of Paradise and the areas in Butte County known as Magalia, Butte Meadows,
Jonesville, Feather Falls, and Berry Creek.
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Major wildfires can completely destroy ground cover. If heavy rains follow a major fire, flash floods, heavy
erosion, landslides and mudflows can occur. These cascading effects can have ruinous impacts on people,
structures, infrastructure, and agriculture.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Because the summer months are generally hot and dry, the risk of wildfires is greatest in late summer and
early fall. Compounding the severity of fire conditions are north to northeast winds, as well as low relative
humidity in the summer and fall.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Depending on several controlling factors, wildfires can spread relatively slowly to very rapidly. This has a
major affect on warning times, which often are a function of distance from the fire and its rate of spread.
Thus, depending on the situation, warning times can vary from minimal to more than 24 hours. Such fires
may last for a few hours to many days depending again on the prevailing conditions and the availability of
suppression forces.
Existing Warning Systems
Wildfire warnings are provided via multiple sources. These can include electronic media (e.g., television,
radio), “Reverse 911” notification systems, outdoor sirens, vehicle mounted loud speakers, and door-todoor personal contacts.
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Butte County Fire Map
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Hazard
Appendix - C
Earthquake
Butte County EOP

EARTHQUAKES
An earthquake is a sudden, rapid shaking of the ground caused by the breaking and shifting of rock
beneath the Earth's surface. For hundreds of millions of years, the forces of plate tectonics have shaped
the Earth as the huge plates that form the Earth's surface move slowly over, under, and past each other.
Sometimes the movement is gradual. At other times, the plates are locked together, unable to release the
accumulating energy. When the accumulated energy grows strong enough, the plates break free causing
the ground to shake. Most earthquakes occur at the boundaries where the plates meet; however, some
earthquakes occur in the middle of plates.
The major form of direct damage from most earthquakes is damage to construction. Bridges are particularly
vulnerable to collapse, and dam failure may generate major downstream flooding. Buildings vary in
susceptibility, dependent upon construction and the types of soils on which they are built. Earthquakes
destroy power and telephone lines; gas, sewer, or water mains; which, in turn, may set off fires and/or
hinder firefighting or rescue efforts. The hazard of earthquakes varies from place to place, dependent upon
the regional and local geology. Ground shaking may occur in areas 65 miles or more from the epicenter
(the point on the ground surface above the focus).
Where earthquakes have struck before, they will strike again. Earthquakes strike suddenly, without
warning. Earthquakes can occur at any time of the year and at any time of the day or night.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
The Seismic Hazards Mapping Program of the California Geological Survey categorizes all of Butte County
as a “seismic hazard zone” since the entire County is subject to earthquakes of Modified Mercalli Intensity
scale (MMI) VIII. The Oroville earthquake of 1975 is the only earthquake of this intensity recorded in Butte
County. The earthquake resulted in structural damage, partial destruction of some buildings, fires and
numerous injuries.
Seismic risk in Butte County results from earthquake faults within the County, as well as from faults outside
the County whose seismic activity would cause potentially damaging ground motion in the County. The
Sierra foothills contain literally hundreds of mapped faults, dozens of which are located within Butte County.
Currently, most of these faults are not considered active. Furthermore, most of these faults are very short
and thus are probably not capable of producing severely damaging earthquakes.
After the 1975 Oroville earthquake, geologists reevaluated the earthquake hazard in the Sierra foothills
region, including Butte County. It is now generally accepted that earthquakes of magnitude 6.0 or 6.5 are
possible anywhere in the foothills and near the margins of the Sacramento Valley, including Butte County.
The possibility of such earthquakes along the Chico Monocline fault, in the Coast Ranges thrust zone, and
along several faults in the Sierra foothills cannot be excluded from consideration. Earthquakes as large as
magnitude 7.0 in these areas would produce major damage in Butte County. Such events would probably
result in MMI of IX or X in Butte County and could result in collapses of unreinforced masonry buildings,
with substantial numbers of casualties.
The only known active fault in Butte County is the Cleveland Hills Fault south of Oroville, the site of the
August 1975 Oroville earthquake. This earthquake had a Richter magnitude of 5.7. Prior to the 1975
earthquake this fault had not been considered active. Reports by the California Division of Mines and
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Geology indicate that the ground motion at Gridley was approximately 0.1 times acceleration of gravity.
Similar motion was experienced in Oroville and resulted in considerable structural damage in Oroville. This
earthquake was also felt in Chico, but there was no recorded damage. Studies indicate that this fault could
have a maximum credible earthquake of 6.5 to 6.7 Richter.
In addition to the Cleveland Hills Fault, there are others worth noting:
•

Big Bend Fault. Some geologists consider the Big Bend fault zone potentially active. This fault
could produce a magnitude 7.0 earthquake with MMI of IX or X in Butte County. Intensities this
high would result in major damage.

•

Foothills Shear Zone. The Foothills shear zone extends into southern Butte County. A possible
magnitude 7.0 earthquake in this zone would result in intensities as high as IX in Butte County.

•

Chico Monocline Fault. The Chico Monocline fault which extends northwesterly from Chico was
considered potentially active in an unpublished 1988 report by the California Geological Survey.
Based on its length, this fault could produce at least a magnitude 7.0 earthquake which would
cause major damage in Chico and elsewhere in Butte County.

•

Willows Fault. West of Butte County is the 40-mile long Willows fault which could produce a
Magnitude 7 earthquake and could yield a MMI as high as VIII in Butte County (comparable to the
intensity experienced during the 1975 Oroville earthquake).

•

Coast Ranges Thrust Zone. The Coast Ranges Thrust Zone is approximately 35 miles west of
Butte County. This fault zone could potentially produce a magnitude 8.0 earthquake which could be
experienced in Butte County as MMI IX or X. An event of this magnitude would cause major
damage to Butte County.

•

San Andreas Fault System. The San Andreas fault, along with related faults such as the
Hayward and Calaveras faults, is one of the most active faults in California. Total displacement
along this fault has been at least 450 miles and could possibly be as much as 750 miles. This fault
system was responsible for the magnitude 8.0 San Francisco earthquake of 1906 as well as
numerous other damaging earthquakes, including the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. At its nearest
point, the San Andreas fault is about 95 miles west of Butte County. The 1906 earthquake was
strongly felt in Butte County, at approximately MMI V and VI in western Butte County and IV to V in
eastern Butte County, but there was little damage.

•

Hayward-Calaveras Fault. The Hayward-Calaveras fault complex is considered to be a branch of
the San Andreas fault. An 1868 earthquake is reported to have caused strong fluctuations in the
water level in the Sacramento River near Sacramento and in a slough near Stockton.

•

Midland-Sweitzer Fault. The 80-mile long Midland-Sweitzer fault lies approximately 40 miles
southwest of Butte County. Historically, earthquakes of Richter magnitudes between 6.0 and 6.9
have occurred on or near this fault, including two strong earthquakes in 1892. Based on the fault
length and the historic activity, this fault is capable of producing a magnitude 7.0 earthquake which
would be experienced in Butte County with MMI as high as VIII or IX.
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•

Eastern Sierra Faults/ Russell Valley Fault. The Eastern Sierra contain a number of active faults
including the Russell Valley fault, which produced the 1966 Truckee earthquake of magnitude
approximately 6.0, and several faults in the Last Chance and Honey Lake fault zones, which have
produced several magnitude 5.0 to 5.9 earthquakes. These fault zones are approximately 50 miles
east of Butte County. Earthquakes on these faults could be experienced in Butte County with MMI
as high as VII or VIII.

•

Last Chance-Honey Lake Fault Zones. The Last Chance-Honey Lake fault zones are
approximately 100 miles long and trend north-northwest along the California-Nevada border. These
faults are active and have resulted in earthquakes ranging between 5 and 5.9 Richter.

•

Other Potentially Active Faults. Other potentially active faults which could result in significant
ground motion in Butte County include the Sutter Butte faults, Dunnigan fault, Camel's Peak fault,
Melones-Dogwood Peak faults and the Hawkins Valley fault. All of these faults should be
considered potentially active due to geologic, historic, or seismic data. Other potentially active
faults may also exist within the County.

Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Earthquakes cannot be predicted and no seasonal patterns exist. Recurrence intervals (frequency) can be
estimated but require a great deal of research and exploration. It is clear, however, that Butte County has
and will continue to experience earthquake shaking and that such events can be locally damaging.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Ground shaking and fault rupture occur virtually instantaneously. The duration of shaking is a function of
local ground conditions, distance from the epicenter, and magnitude. Great earthquakes can cause several
minutes of strong shaking while smaller events produce sometimes only a few seconds of strong shaking.
Depending on a number of variables, damage and loss of life and injuries can result from either experience.
Existing Warning Systems
There are no reliable earthquake warning systems in Butte County. Research continues on this complex
subject, and some systems in densely instrumented urban areas can provide a few seconds to about one
minute lead time before the shaking starts. However, these are highly specialized applications.
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Butte County Earthquake Map
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Butte County Liquefaction Map
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Hazard
Appendix - D
Hazardous Materials
Butte County EOP

Hazardous Materials Incidents
Hazardous materials (Hazmat) consist of substances that by their nature, lack of containment, and
reactivity, has the capability for inflicting harm. Hazmat poses a threat to health and the environment when
improperly managed. Hazmat can be toxic, corrosive, flammable, explosive, reactive, an irritant, or a strong
sensitizer. Hazmat substances also include certain infectious agents, radiological materials, oxiders, oil,
used oil, petroleum products, and industrial solid waste substances.
Hazardous materials can pose a threat where they are manufactured, stored, transported or used. They are
used in almost every manufacturing operation and by retailers, service industries, and homeowners.
Hazardous material incidents are one of the most common technological threats to public health and the
environment. Incidents may occur as the result of natural disasters, human error, and/or accident.
Countywide, the probability of hazardous materials incidents is judged Low to Medium, but in terms of their
potential severity the consequences are rated High to Very High. Hazmat incidents typically take three
forms: fixed facility incidents, transportation incidents, and pipeline incidents. The potential sources of
hazmat incidents is well known to the County through its Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
The Butte County Hazardous Materials Response Team is the agency which responds to large scale,
emergency hazardous material incidents within the County. This team was organized by the Butte County
Fire Chiefs Association brought in through the use of a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA). Annual responses
number approximately 120, with drug labs and abandoned, unidentified waste being the main cause of
incidents. Other significant incidents include train derailments, tanker overturns, agricultural incidents, and
a U-2 (aircraft) which crashed in Oroville.
Although the point of hazard in a Hazmat incident can have serious property damage and even loss of life,
Hazmat accidents do not generally affect extremely large areas. Hazmat incidents present a real danger
and are highly unpredictable in terms determining when or where they will occur, but they generally do not
pose a serious threat to the ability of Butte County to respond.
Besides the immediate effect of a hazardous materials incident at the scene of the emergency, there are
ancillary effects as well. For instance, there may be impacts on waterways and drainage systems, and the
evacuation of schools, business districts, and residential areas.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
The frequency of occurrence is an estimated 120 calls per year equaling about 1 every 3 days. There is no
seasonal pattern. However, the 2007 LHMP notes that Hazardous materials transported through Butte
County are carried by truck on the State Highway system or via the rail line. County roads and city streets
are used to transport locally generated wastes from the source to the regional highway system.
Hazardous materials are regularly shipped via the rail line and, while unlikely, an incident involving a rail
accident within the County could have devastating effects. Unfortunately, the County has little control over
the types of materials that are shipped via the rail line.
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Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Generally, hazmat incidents occur quickly due to accidents. They also tend to be over in a short time, but
securing the affected area and taking remedial actions may take days or weeks.
Existing Warning Systems
This depends on the situation and judgments by on-scene response personnel if warnings (and
evacuations) might be needed. It is not unusual for people to be evacuated from the immediate areas of
hazmat incidents, or from longer distances if such incidents generate plumes of potentially toxic materials.
If so, all available electronic means including County Watch, loudspeakers, and door-to-door visits are used
to the extent needed.
For additional information regarding Butte County’s Communications and Warning procedures, refer to
Functional Annex C – Communications and Warning.
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Hazard
Appendix - E
Agriculture
Butte County EOP

Insect Infestation
Insect infestation occurs when an undesirable type of insect inhabits an area in a manner that causes
serious harm to agriculture crops, livestock, or poultry; wild land trees, plants, or animals, or humans.
Countless insects live on, in, and around plants, animals, and humans in all environments. Many are
harmless, while others can cause fatal damage. Under some conditions, insects that have been present
and relatively harmless can become hazardous. For example, severe drought conditions can weaken trees
and make them more susceptible to destruction from insect attacks.
The major forms of insects are: chewing insects, boring or tunneling insects, and sucking insects. Also,
while not technically an “insect,” it is worth noting that pathogens such as fungi can kill large stands of
trees. In conjunction with the above outlined problems, insects can carry and spread disease to plants,
animals, and people.
The LHMP considers the countywide probabilities of insect infestation as Medium to Low while the severity
of such infestations runs from Low to Very High.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
The size and distribution of the various infestations depends on the nature of their environment. In general,
the climate of Butte County makes it possible for insects to reproduce with little or no hindrance to their
proliferation. For example, the existence of Sudden Oak Death can create fire hazards and losses, and for
agricultural infestations the consequences can cost millions of dollars in eradication and crop replacements.
Thus, insect infestation is an ongoing threat to agriculture and public health in Butte County. The effects on
people and property can be disastrous and costly.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
The frequency and pattern depends on the nature of the specific infestation, contributing environmental and
weather factors, detection and treatment, and other conditions.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Onset of the hazard can vary greatly depending on the nature of the infestation, contributing or limiting
environmental factors, and the effectiveness of control or eradication measures.
Existing Warning Systems
The County engages in proactive pest management, pest detection, and pest exclusion activities, including
pesticide management and site inspections. The key to effective warning is early detection.

Natural Occurring Biological Threats
Public health-related hazards may be the result of a naturally occurring event or terrorism. Key hazards of
concern to Butte County are West Nile Virus (WNV), Avian Influenza (Bird Flu) and Avian Influenza A
(H5N1), Swine Influenza (H1N1), Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE, "mad cow disease"), Botulism,
Campylobacter jejuni, Canine Distemper, E. coli, Exotic Newcastle Disease, Hantavirus, Hepatitis A, Lyme
Disease, Monkeypox, Norwalk Virus, Plague, Salmonella, SARS, Shigella (dysentery), and Tularemia.
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Overall, Butte County’s exposure (probability) to these threats ranges from Low to Medium while the
potential severity of their consequences ranges from Medium to High.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
The 2007 LHMP notes that “The first California recorded death from West Nile Virus in 2006 occurred in
Butte County”. In 2005 there was the presence of West Nile Virus infecting 25 humans, 79 birds, 53
sentinel chickens and 7 horses. Outbreaks had been localized and controlled. From 1995 to 2003 there
have been reported 98 cases of Lyme disease in the County.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Given the existence of naturally occurring biological agents in Butte County, without enhanced public
outreach, monitoring and control the potential exists for one or more of these virulent diseases to
dramatically affect the life, health and safety of County citizens. The LHMP also notes that because the
risk for a pandemic outbreak of a lethal disease does exist, preparedness should be maintained at a high
level.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
These vary with the particular threat, and can range from early onset to lengthy recovery. Given various
conditions, fatalities can also occur.
Existing Warning Systems
Butte County, through its Agricultural Commissioner investigates, helps prevent and control, and reports on
such public health incidents. If the Commissioner determines that an imminent or actual health threat
exists, local response will be initiated in accordance with emergency response and notification protocols.
Depending on the nature of the event, potential responders may include local, state and/or federal
emergency/disaster, law enforcement, agricultural and health agencies.

Agriculture Disaster Declaration Process
The Butte County Agricultural Commissioner is designated with coordinating a request for a USDA disaster
designation. Prior to starting the USDA disaster designation process the Butte County Agricultural Commissioner will
inform the Board of Supervisors, Chief Administrative Officer and the Emergency Services Officer of their intention to
request a disaster designation. See the following flow chart describing the Agriculture Disaster Declaration Process.
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AGRICULTURE DISASTER DECLARATION PROCESS

Ag Disaster
Event

Ag Commissioner notifies
BOS, CAO and OEM of
intent to pursue USDA
disaster designation.

Ag Commissioner submits
letter to Cal EMA
Secretary requesting state
to pursue USDA disaster
designation.

Cal EMA IA Section
reviews request &
coordinates with USDA
State Office.

If Cal EMA concurs with
damage estimates, Cal
EMA sends request to
USDA Secretary of
Agriculture.

USDA Secretary’s Office
request DAR from USDA
State Office.

USDA State Office request
local Farm Services Agency
(FSA) & Ag Commissioner
to complete DAR.

USDA Secretary will either
approve or deny.

Cal EMA notifies BOS,
OEM and Ag
Commissioner of decision.

DAR submitted to State
FSA Office. State FSA
reviews & makes
recommendation to USDA
Secretary.
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Hazard
Appendix - F
Extreme/Severe Weather
Butte County EOP

Extreme Weather
Severe (“extreme”) weather hazards in Butte County are drought, winter weather (heavy
rain/hailstorm/windstorm), and tornados.
Drought must be defined not only in terms of below normal precipitation, but also in terms of duration.
Occasional periods of below average precipitation will not seriously deplete moisture reserves. Droughts
become severe if “wet seasons” pass without significant precipitation. Drought and extreme heat can cause
shortages of water and food crops. Prolonged shortages of moisture can be enough of a drain on moisture
reserves to seriously affect crops, livestock, forest and range lands, as well as hydroelectric, irrigation, and
urban water supplies. Parched lands are more susceptible to wildfires during periods of drought. Droughts
can actually result in later flooding. The vegetation dies without water, and as a result, even average rain
can cause flooding.
In the context of Butte County, extreme winter weather refers to heavy rain, hailstorms, and windstorms,
including tornados. Tornados are violent storms with whirling winds of up to 300 miles per hour. It appears
as a funnel shaped cloud, from gray to black in color, which extends to the ground from the base of the
thunderstorm. Tornados move at an average speed of 30 mph and generally move from the southwest to
northeast. Their direction of travel can be erratic and may change suddenly. These short-lived storms are
the most violent of all atmospheric phenomena and the most destructive, over a small area.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Drought
Butte County chronically experiences drought. The 1987 to 1992 drought was notable for its six-year
duration and the statewide nature of its impacts throughout California. Groundwater extraction increased
substantially during the drought which caused excessive drawdown of the groundwater table. Numerous
private domestic wells went dry, as did wells supplying small systems in rural areas. In addition, the drought
conditions have caused extensive weakening of trees in forested areas causing them to become highly
vulnerable to disease and insect infestation. Many trees have weakened and died, creating a severe fire
hazard. Furthermore, wildland brush areas are dry, presenting wildfire risk.
For detailed information on Drought activity in Butte County, please refer to the Drought Preparedness
Plan from the Department of Water and Resource Conservation.
Extreme Winter Weather
A wide range of precipitation has been recorded throughout the County. Precipitation ranges from less than
20 inches of rainfall annually in the western valley area to over 80 inches of snow and rain in the eastern
Cascades and Sierra Nevada mountains. There is a strong meteorological dynamic between the low
elevation valley areas and the eastern mountains that causes more precipitation higher in the mountains.
The majority of the precipitation falls as rain below the 4,000 foot elevation. Above 4,000 feet, a
considerable portion of winter precipitation occurs as snow.
Tornados
Butte County has a history of chronic tornados that have caused six injuries recorded between 1950 and
2005. On December 17, 1992, a category 1 tornado injured 4 people and caused between $500,000 and
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$5,000,000 in damages. On February 10, 1994, a category 2 tornado damaged a dozen structures and
caused power outages. The city of Oroville experienced a tornado in 2005 that had enough strength to
cause minor roof damage and down several telephone poles.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Droughts can last for multiple years, severe winter weather events are seasonal but can vary in magnitude,
and tornados depend primarily on causative atmospheric conditions, particularly in the spring and early
summer.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Depending on the particular event, some evolve slowly (e.g., drought) while others occur quickly (e.g.,
tornados). Droughts can last for several years, winter storms are confined to that time period, and
tornadoes appear and end quickly.
Existing Warning Systems
Warning systems are peculiar to the nature of the event. While public notification of tornados depends
almost entirely on rapid electronic notification and personal communications, especially since the touchdown locations may be unknown until they occur, drought warnings can evolve over years of data analysis
and consequent public information measures. Being seasonal, severe winter storm events can be
observed often days in advance, which can provide sufficient time for people to take appropriate
precautions.
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Hazard
Appendix - G
Terrorism and CBRNE
Butte County EOP

Terrorism/CBRNE
Terrorism is defined in 28 CFR Section 0.85 as the unlawful use of force and violence against persons or
property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in
furtherance of political or social objectives. California provides a target-rich environment for terrorists, with
many facilities and venues and an easy place to hide in California’s diverse population. Terrorist acts
and/or acts of war may cause casualties, extensive property damage, fires, flooding, and other ensuing
hazards.
Such domestic security threats frequently include chemical, biological, nuclear, radiological, and explosive
(CBNRE) agents. More recently, cyber-terrorism (use of computer network tools to shut down critical
facilities, systems, and infrastructure) has been added to this category. Their application to Butte County is
summarized below from the LHMP. In addition, given Butte County’s proximity to Beale Air Force Base in
Yuba County, there might be some munitions related incidents due to aircraft malfunctions or other
accidents or security incidents.
Countywide, terrorism risks are hard to estimate because of their infrequency, almost unknown probable
consequences, multiple methods of delivery, and terrorists’ discretion regarding location, weapon, and
timing. The LHMP notes that the probability of terrorism-related incidents is Low, but that the severity of
their consequences is High, with Chico and Oroville rated as High.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Fortunately, Butte County has no history of incidents of chemical, biological, nuclear, radiological, or
explosive terrorism. The County has been impacted – as has the rest of the world – by recent computer
viruses and worms. Many terrorist events have occurred in California, including the attempted attack on the
Suburban Propane tanks in Elk Grove in 1999.
There is also a concern for the potential of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) use in future terrorist
events. The use of WMDs increases the potential for mass casualties and damage.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
The frequency and occurrence is random and has no seasonal patterns. However, inasmuch as terrorists
often use threats to create fear among the public, to try to convince citizens that their government is
powerless to prevent terrorism, and to get immediate publicity for their causes. Terrorist acts and/or acts of
war may cause casualties, extensive property damage, fires, flooding, and other ensuing hazards.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
Depends on the agent, but most often these are instantaneous events of short duration. However, they
may have widespread and lasting consequences and require special precautions, equipment, and training
for response purposes.
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Existing Warning Systems
It is generally believed that good intelligence provides for the best warnings. In addition, local warnings and
evacuations can be provided by authorities when they receive notice of potential terrorist actions. The
particular warning methods used will vary with the circumstances.
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Hazard
Appendix - H
Civil Disobedience
Butte County EOP

Civil Disobedience
Generally, civil disobedience is tied to a social situation/event or an issue of dispute, usually involving large
groups who are celebratory, angry, frustrated and wanting to express an opinion or position. Public
assembly can turn violent, resulting in civil disobedience conditions in which the community wellbeing is
directly at risk.
Civil Disobedience incidents may result in the following impacts to public safety and wellbeing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injury to targeted population groups or individuals within the perimeter of the event
Damage to public and private property, structures and systems
Interruption of official government operations
Loss of revenue from people being discouraged from entering affected areas
Costs of managing response resources
Interrupted traffic and loss of mobility due to rioting and official road closures
Societal disruptions and long-term stigma associated with such occurrences

Large groups of people may become unruly and disturb the peace or commit other illegal activities. The
law enforcement’s effort to quell such a situation may require mutual aid beyond standard agreements.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Acts of public disorder can occur anywhere within the county, however the most probable sites would
include:
•
•
•
•
•

California State University, Chico (Chico State) campus
Places of assembly
Newspaper and broadcast media sites
Public places, shopping malls
Parks and recreation areas

The County has experienced a number of incidents involving civil disobedience most frequently involving
large gatherings associated with the student populations in the urban areas. Local law enforcement
provides the primary response structure to civil disobedience incidents; however support from other
emergency service organizations may be necessary or required should the incident warrant additional
support from the public safety community.
Existing Warning Systems
It is generally believed that good intelligence provides for the best warnings. In addition, local warnings and
evacuations can be provided by authorities when they receive notice of any potential civil disobedience
actions. The particular warning methods used will vary with the circumstances.
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Hazard
Appendix - I
Landslides and Volcanoes
Butte County EOP

Landslides
A landslide is a geologic hazard where the forces of gravity combine with other factors to cause earth
material to move or slide down an incline. Landslides occur in all U.S. states and territories. In a landslide,
masses of rock, earth, or debris move down a slope. Landslides may be small or large, slow or rapid. They
are activated by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

storms
earthquakes
volcanic eruptions
fires
alternate freezing or thawing
steepening of slopes by erosion or human modification

Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Countywide the landslide probability is considered Medium, with the City of Oroville rated the highest
(Medium) while the severity of such events also is rated Medium, especially in the upland unincorporated
areas.
Butte County has a history of landslides and has experienced numerous landslides since 2007 totaling to
more than $152,000 in estimated damages to property and cost for debris removal. Most landslides in
Butte County occur on slopes greater than 15 percent, and most new landslides occur in areas that have
experienced previous landslides. The areas of highest landslide potential are in the mountainous central
area of the County where well-developed soils over impervious bedrock on steep slopes which at times
undergo heavy rainfall. The slopes around flat uplands, such as Table Mountain, are also highly susceptible
to landslides. The Feather River canyon area along Highway 70 experiences frequent road closures due to
landslides especially during the rainy season.
Most of the rest of Butte County has moderate to low landslide potential. The areas of lowest landslide
potential are the flat lands of the Sacramento Valley. There may, however, be some landslide hazard due
to possible liquefaction of soils bordering the Sacramento River and its tributaries.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Butte County has experienced many landslides (including rock falls and debris flows). Some processes act
slowly and others occur suddenly. As noted, such events are most common during or soon after periods of
heavy precipitation and can be triggered by earthquakes.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
When such ground failures start they can move swiftly and be highly damaging. However, indicators of
potential slope failures often can be identified in advance by knowledgeable experts. This can provide
sufficient warning to evacuate the threatened or impacted areas.
Existing Warning Systems
In addition to their physical indicators, which can lead to effective warnings, electronic, print, loudspeaker,
and door-to-door warnings can be effective.
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Volcanoes
A volcano is a vent in the surface of the Earth through which magma erupts and also the landform that is
constructed by the erupted material.
Some of the most striking topographic features of Butte County, including Table Mountain north of Oroville,
are volcanic in origin. The lava flows which now cap Table Mountain and most of the other volcanic
features in the County are, however, tens of millions of years old. The geologic activity producing this
volcanism has long since ceased. However, extreme northern Butte County is an exception to this
generalization because Mount Lassen, an active volcano, is only about 25 miles north of the Butte County
line.
Potential Magnitude and Likely Affected Areas
Countywide, the probability of volcanic related incidents is considered Very Low, and the severity of the
consequences for Butte County is considered Low.
Frequency of Occurrence and Seasonal Pattern
Generally, explosive volcanic eruptions are rare events in human terms, but earth science data can show
long histories of periodic eruptions. Sheet flow volcanoes, like some in the State of Hawaii, erupt frequently
but far less violently than explosive volcanoes. There are no seasonal patterns associated with volcanic
activity.
Potential Speed of Onset and Probable Duration
This factor depends greatly on the prior history of volcanic activity and the nature of historic eruptions.
Explosive volcanoes can erupt violently and relatively suddenly, and in all cases the volcanic activity can
last for weeks, months, or years (or nearly permanently).
Existing Warning Systems
Those volcanoes instrumented for research and notification purposes are the best equipped to provide data
needed to effectively warn local authorities and the public. This often depends on the interpretation of the
data by earth scientists and its timely communication to public safety authorities. Other indicators of
potential volcanic activity can include swarms of earthquakes in the vicinity of the subject volcano,
explosions and other noises associated with rising magma and eruptions, the venting of steam, and aerial
and ground observations.
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1 - Purpose
The purpose of this Appendix is to guide Operational Area jurisdictions and County
agencies during an Excessive Heat Event. This Appendix identifies resources, actions and
critical issues regarding a weather event including monitoring, public information, and
congregate care and/or shelter. The content of the Appendix is based substantially on the
Butte County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan and the Butte County Public
Health Emergency Preparedness Plan.
This Appendix is intended to provide a written action plan to assist city and county agencies
with managing information and responding to an Excessive Heat Event. As with all
emergency plans, these guidelines will provide responders and decision makers with
flexible tools to be used as the situation dictates and justifies.

2 - Background
Typical summer temperatures in California contribute to approximately 20 deaths per year.
The July 2006 Heat Wave in California was responsible for the death of 140 people over a
13 day period. While this emergency did not include major damage to infrastructure like
the 1989 Loma Prieta and the 1994 Northridge earthquakes, approximately twice the
number of human deaths were credited to the heat wave. Excessive heat can be less
dramatic and more deadly.
Butte County is no stranger to heat related events and medical concerns. From 20002010, the California Environmental Tracking Program (CETP) reports that there were 82
heat-related hospitalizations that have occurred within Butte County. Heat-related
emergency department visits are substantially higher, with 246 instances taking place from
2005-2010.
Excessive heat emergencies develop slowly and may take a number of days of oppressive
heat to have a significant or quantifiable impact. Heat waves do not strike victims
immediately, but rather the cumulative effect slowly affects the body’s ability to adapt with
the possibility of death for some vulnerable populations.
The U.S. Natural Hazard Statistics provide information on fatalities, injuries and damages
caused by weather related hazards. These statistics are compiled by the Office of Services
and the National Climatic Data Center utilizing data from the National Weather Service
(NWS) forecast offices in the 50 states, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin Islands. The
following information provided in figure 1, compares fatalities of different types of weather
events.
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Figure 1. Weather Related Fatalities Nationwide

3 - Situation and Assumptions
1. A multi-discipline planning team was formed to create this Appendix to ensure an
effective response to an Excessive Heat Event. Development of this Appendix
allowed for a multitude of agencies to share knowledge, experience, and information
on available resources.
2. The Butte County Office of Emergency Management is responsible to update and
maintain the contents of this Appendix.
3. This Appendix may be activated by the Director of Emergency Management (Chair
of the Board of Supervisors), Vice Chair, Chief Administrative Officer (CAO), Butte
County Public Health Director, Assistant Director and/or Public Health Officer.
4. The Butte County Office of Emergency Management is responsible to monitor
weather information and provide Excessive Heat information to the Operational Area
(OA), Public Health and the Department of Employment and Social Services
(DESS).
5. This Appendix assumes there will be sufficient warning time of an Excessive Heat
Event provided by the National Weather Service in order to implement any planned
activities as depicted in this Appendix.
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6. In Butte County, the temperature pattern can vary greatly between valley floor and
the mountain regions. Temperatures on the valley floor may be 10 to 15 degrees
warmer than the mountain regions.
7. People with disabilities and others with access and functional needs, may require
special attention to ensure a workable warning system is established.

4 - Concept of Operations
The primary concept of operation for an Excessive Heat Event will focus on providing public
information using different notification tools including press releases, websites and other
mechanisms discussed later in this Appendix. Dependent on the progression, duration and
impact of the Excessive Heat Event, cooling center locations may be made available to
community members.
Response to an Excessive Heat Event will utilize a phased approach based on weather
information from the National Weather Service, a Stage 3 Electrical Emergency or planned
rotating outage occurring during an Excessive Heat Event, and/or information from the
State or Butte County Health Officer.
These phases are intended to provide adequate time for dissemination of information and
implementation of any actions from the Operational Area. Activation of these phases are
based on trigger points using information including historical data; predicted outlook for
upcoming weather season; and input from the Butte Operational Area Heat Management
Planning Group, the National Weather Service, and the California Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services (Cal OES) Heat Contingency Plan. Agency checklists are provided as
attachments at the end of this document to provide guidance on activities related to an
Excessive Heat Event.
Any response to an Excessive Heat Event will be carried out in coordination with the Butte
County Operational Area (OA) partners using the following phases and thresholds as
guidelines to determine the most appropriate level of response for the affected areas of
Butte County.

5 - Phases of Activation
Due to California’s diverse geography, weather conditions often vary greatly from one
region to another. People are acclimatized to the usual weather conditions in the climate
zone they reside in; those in a desert climate tolerate heat differently than those in a
coastal climate. Because of these differences, there is no “one size fits all” tool for the
entire state to define what constitutes an Excessive Heat Event.
The National Weather Service defines Excessive Heat as a combination of high
temperatures (significantly above normal) and high humidity. At certain levels, the human
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body cannot maintain proper internal temperatures and may experience heat stroke. The
Heat Index is a measure of the effect of the combined elements on the body.
Using historical weather and mortality data, the National Weather Service and the
California Department of Public Health have identified five major types of climate regions
for each of the conditions that constitute an Excessive Heat Event within those specific
regions. When temperatures “spike” for two or more consecutive days without an
adequate drop in nighttime temperature to cool the outdoor and indoor environments,
there is a significant increase in the risk to community members without cooling
capabilities, identified health problems or fragility due to age. Therefore the definition of
Excessive Heat Event within the noted climate zones will consider both daytime maximum
temperatures and nighttime maximum low temperatures.

5.1 National Weather Service Alerts and HeatRisk
Butte County’s weather forecasts are provided by the National Weather Service,
Sacramento office. The National Weather Service, Sacramento office issues special
written products to alert the public when unusually hot weather is expected to occur in Butte
County. These products are intended to raise the public awareness to prevent heat illness
from occurring and to assist local officials with decision making responsibilities related to an
Excessive Heat Event.
The National Weather Service (NWS) issues Excessive Heat Watches, Excessive Heat
Warnings and Excessive Heat Advisories to warn of an extreme heat event (a “heat wave”)
within the next 36 hours. If NWS forecasters predict an excessive heat event beyond 36
hours, then the NWS will issue messaging in the form of a Special Weather Statement,
partner Emails and Social Media between the 3-7 day time frame. The NWS will use
Potential HeatRisk output to determine if an Excessive Heat Watch/Warning or Heat
Advisory is warranted.
A Heat Advisory will be tied to an event where the HeatRisk output is on the Orange/Red
threshold (Orange will not always trigger an advisory).
An Excessive Heat Watch / Warning will be tied to the HeatRisk Red/Magenta output.
In 2017, the NWS transitioned to utilizing NWS Experimental Potential HeatRisk output to
issue NWS’s official heat watches, warnings and advisories. The on-line tool provides daily
guidance on potential heat risks out to 7 days. This risk is assessed by comparing the
official NWS temperature forecast to local thresholds which change through the year based
on climatology. This approach considers:
•
•
•
•
•

How significantly above normal temperatures are at your location;
Time of year (i.g. early season vs. typical summer heat);
Duration of unusual heat expected;
If temperatures pose an elevated risk for heat complications;
If overnight lows and humidity allow temporary relief or enhancement of the heat wave, and;
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The approsimate role of humid air using well-known physical relationships of temperature to
humidity.

The experimental NWS Potential Heat Risks can be found at
https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/?wfo=sto

5.2 Butte County Phases
Butte County has created a phased approach to respond to an Excessive Heat Event. This
section will describe each phase including the activation criteria and response actions to be
implemented. Specific information regarding each action is described later in this Appendix
and can be located in agency specific checklists.

5.2.1 Phase One - Readiness
Activation trigger is one of the following:
• A heat advisory is issued by NWS or
• A Special Weather Statement is issued and predicted temperatures of 100°F
degrees or greater in the valley floor for three (3) or more consecutive days.
5.2.1.1 Actions
• Monitor weather.
• Notify Operational Area partners.
• Issue press release(s)
• Provide information to public.
• Look ahead to Phase Two and Phase Three activities.

5.2.2 Phase Two - Heat Alert
Activation trigger is one of the following:
• NWS issues an Excessive Heat Watch / Warning predicting excessive hot
weather.
• California Independent System Operator (CAISO) issues a Stage 3 Electrical
Emergency or rotating outages during an Excessive Heat Event.
• Increased reports of heat related illnesses, medical emergencies or mortality
reported by local healthcare providers or other credible sources.
5.2.2.1 Actions
• Monitor weather.
• Notify Operational Area partners.
• Issue press release(s).
• Provide information to public.
• Collect information from Operational Area (OA) regarding any actions taken
for identification/opening of cooling centers.
• Consider activating call centers and/or public information lines through
various county departments. If not activated, set up for rapid activation.
May 2013 (May 2018 Update)
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Increased monitoring of persons with disabilities and others with access and
functional needs.
Increase surveillance of heat related illnesses/injuries.
Coordinate and pre-identify potential transportation needs.
Monitor electrical demands and any CAISO issues.
Determine the need for cooling center activation.
Look ahead to Phase Three activities.

5.2.3 Phase Three - Heat Emergency
Activation trigger is one of the following:
• NWS issues an Excessive Heat Watch / Warning indicating the following
criteria:
o Heat index of over 110°F (air temperature & humidity combined) or
o High daytime air temperature greater than 115°F or
o Night time temperatures of 80°F or more.
• NWS HeatAdvisory issued for more than three days.
• CAISO issues a Stage 3 Electrical Emergency or rotating outages during an
Excessive Heat Event.
• Increased reports of heat related illnesses, medical emergencies or mortality
reported by local healthcare providers or other credible sources.
• Heat Emergency declaration is deemed necessary by BCPHD, OEM/County
Administration and DESS by way of a collaborative process based on event
circumstances.
5.2.3.1 Actions
• As necessary, activate OA Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to Level
One.
• Continue to monitor weather.
• Notify OA partners with available information.
• Issue press release(s).
• Provide information to public.
• Collect information from OA regarding situation status and open cooling
center information.
• Maintain and support the call center and/or public information hotlines.
• Increased monitoring of persons with disabilities and others with access and
functional needs.
• Coordinate any transportation requests to cooling centers with cities and local
vendors such as Butte Regional Transit (B-Line), non-emergency medical
transportation agencies etc.
• As necessary, activate cooling centers (county or city).
• Monitor electrical demands and any CAISO issues.
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Butte County Operational Area Excessive Heat Event Trigger Points
PHASE 1 – READINESS
Trigger is one of the following:
 A Heat Advisory is issued by
NWS.

 A Special Weather Statement is
issued and predicted
temperatures of 100°F or
greater on the valley floor for 3
or more consecutive days.




Actions are taken as a result of
credible predictions of
prolonged heat or of power
outages during warmer than
normal weather conditions.

May 2013 (May 2018 Update)

PHASE 2 – HEAT ALERT
Trigger is one of the following:


NWS issues an Excessive Heat Watch /
Warning.
 CAISO issues a Stage 3 electrical
emergency or rotating outages during an
Excessive Heat Event.
 Increased reports of heat related
illnesses, medical emergencies or
mortality reported by EMS or other
credible sources.
 Recommendation made by the Health
Officer.

Actions will be initiated when one or more of the following
exists:
 Notification from an Operational Area that jurisdictions
have issued a special notice (warning, alert, etc.), but
the OA has not activated the EOC.
 Excessively hot weather with credible weather forecasts
of excessively hot weather of three days or less. These
weather conditions include high daytime temperatures
accompanied by night temperatures of 80°F or more.
 NWS Advisories of Excessive Heat for three days or
less.
 Abnormal animal mortality rates.
 Determine the need for cooling center activation.
 CAISO Stage 3 Electrical Emergency,
electrical blackouts or rotating outages.

PHASE 3 – HEAT EMERGENCY
Trigger is one of the following:
 NWS issues an Excessive Heat Watch / Warning

indicating the following criteria:
o Heat index of over 110°F or:
o High daytime air temperature greater than 115°F
or:
o Nighttime temperatures of 80°F or more.


CAISO issues a Stage 3 Electrical Emergency
or rotating outages during an Excessive Heat
Event.
 Increased reports of heat related illnesses,
medical emergencies or mortality reported by
EMS or other credible sources.
 Joint recommendation made by BCPHD,
OEM/County Administration, and DESS.

Actions are taken when conditions pose severe threat and one or
more of the following exists:
 Notification from an Operational Area that one or more
jurisdictions have proclaimed an emergency
 One or more OA EOC has been activated.
 Weather conditions with a heat index of over 105°F with
credible weather forecasts of excessively hot weather for more
than three days. These weather conditions include high
daytime temperatures accompanied by night temperatures of
80°F or more.
 NWS Heat advisories or warnings for more than three days.
 Abnormal animal mortality rates due to heat.
 Abnormal human medical emergencies and mortality due to
heat.
 CAISO Stage 3 Electrical Emergency.
 As necessary, activate cooling centers
 High heat accompanied by extended electrical blackouts.
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6 - Organization and Assignment of Responsibilities

DESS

PH

OEM

CAO

Figure 2 - Table of Agency Responsibilities

Director of Emergency Services
L S
Medical Health Operational Area Coordinator
S L
(MHOAC)
Activation of the Excessive Heat Appendix
X X X X
Mitigation and Readiness
X X X
Weather Monitoring
L S
Public Information
S S L S
Community Outreach
S L L
Alert and Warning
X X S
County/Operational Area EOC Activation
L
Cooling Center Establishment
X S X
Transportation Assistance
L
L – Lead agency
S – Supporting Agency
X – Shared Lead Resp.

6.1 - Mitigation and Preparedness
The jurisdictions within the OA are responsible to provide and disseminate heat related
literature, and pre-identify potential cooling center locations.

6.2 - Monitoring
The Butte County Office of Emergency Management (OEM) is responsible to monitor
weather information from the NWS and Excessive Heat conditions. In the event the Butte
County OEM is unable to perform this function; Butte County Public Health Department will
fulfill this role.
Specifically, the NWS Excessive Heat Watch, Warning, and Advisories will serve as one of
the trigger points for decision-making. The experimental NWS Potential Heat Risks can be
found at https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/?wfo=sto it gives a snapshot of current risk
and a 7 day forecast.
Any information from NWS will be communicated to the OA to initiate any implementation of
procedures described in the OA Excessive Heat Appendix, and to allow jurisdictions,
agencies and departments to implement their own internal plans.
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6.3 - Public Information
Information sharing and dissemination of public information will be crucial during an
Excessive Heat Event. Initially, the Butte County OEM will notify the appropriate jurisdictions
and agencies.
Butte County Public Health Department (BCPHD) will be the lead agency for press releases
and related health bulletins. However, multiple county departments may have a role in the
risk communication process.
Risk Communication priorities may include (but are not limited to):
• Assist in informing and educating the public regarding health precautions and other
heat related materials.
• If warranted, provide continual updates (via press releases, news conferences etc.) on
the incident to the media.
• Provide direction and instructions regarding cooling center activation, locations and
operational hours.

6.3.1 - Community Outreach
Each jurisdiction or County agency with a responsibility for community health and safety,
is tasked with community outreach for their respective cities or clients before, during and
after an Excessive Heat Event.

6.3.2 - Alert and Warning
Notification of an Excessive Heat Event should be communicated to the public as soon as
possible. Each jurisdiction or County Agency serving community members is responsible
to make proper notifications. Below are examples of several methods which could be
utilized for alert and warning to ensure the widest possible dissemination of emergency
communications is made.
Emergency Mass Notification System
Code Red is the emergency mass notification system used by the county to alert
the public during a disaster. Code Red is the primary notification system for all
county unincorporated residents. Residents have the ability to input additional
phone numbers and e-mail addresses not found in the E911 database by going to
the self-registration portal at: www.buttecounty.net/massnotification
Cities with this system may utilize it during an emergency to notify the community
to take health precautions; this is dependent on each jurisdiction to implement.
Emergency Alert System (EAS)
Typically, when the OA EOC is activated, the Emergency Services Officer is the
point of contact to activate the Emergency Alert System (EAS). Since there is not a
specific EAS code for an Excessive Heat Event and to avoid confusion with
message dissemination, EAS will not be used for this Appendix.
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Automated and Live Public Information Lines
o Automated public information hotlines are available for use on a 24/7 basis
through Butte County Administration and the Public Health Department.
During a heat event, these automated lines can be activated upon request
by the Health Officer, CAO and/or Emergency Services Officer. Live
operated call centers are also available through Butte County Administration
and other local vendors per contract and/or pre-established agreements.
The Adult Protective Services reporting line (800-664-9774) is a 24 hour
seven day a week resource to callers and there is an Information and
Referral Line (538-7538) available during business hours.

Local Media
Public Health and other county departments (as necessary) will conduct briefings
and provide accurate information to the media to be relayed to the public.
Butte County Website
Press releases and other information will be posted on the Butte County website
and/or linked to the Butte County Public Health website by the Butte County OEM
or Administration.

People with Disabilities and Others with Access and Functional Needs
Non-English Speaking – PIOs must always consider language barriers when
developing warning messages for the public.
The two main ethnic populations in Butte County are the Hispanic and the Hmong
communities. Considerations must be made to develop heat event information that
is available in Spanish and Hmong. The county employs both Spanish and Hmongspeaking individuals who may be available to call centers and translate materials.
BCPHD also maintains a toll-free automated Public Health Information Line with
recorded messages on health topics of current interest. The messages can be
recorded in English, Spanish and Hmong, or callers may be directed towards
Spanish or Hmong speaking staff. Messages will be updated as necessary during
the event.
PIOs should request television stations to utilize closed captioning and media
crawls to provide information visually. Sign language may also be used.

6.4 – County/OA EOC Activation
Under most circumstances, the EOC will not be activated during Phase One (Readiness) or
Phase Two (Heat Watch). The Butte County OEM will be in duty officer status monitoring the
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situation during Phase One and Phase Two and will make appropriate notifications
surrounding planned activities described in this Appendix. In order for this Appendix to be
effective, all agencies, departments and jurisdictions need to work together in a multi-agency,
multi-disciplinary manner.
During Phase Three (Heat Warning), the OA EOC may be activated to a Level 1 to monitor
and coordinate activities in accordance with the Butte County Operational Area Emergency
Operations Plan (EOP) and this Appendix. Ultimately, any decisions will be incident driven
and based on situational awareness received. At the direction of the Butte OEM, Public
Health or DESS, a conference call may be conducted amongst the impacted jurisdictions to
coordinate response efforts.
Other agencies and/or organizations may be included in these conference calls as
determined by the decision makers. These conference calls will take place preceding any
Excessive Heat Emergency (excessive Heat Watch / Warning) and at regular intervals as
determined by the participants on the conference call.

6.5 – Cooling Centers
A cooling center is defined as a location where people can officially go to get out of the heat.
It is a temporary, air-conditioned public space set up to deal with the health effects of a heat
wave and will provide shade and water. A cooling center can be established at various
facilities including senior and community centers, libraries, and public buildings. Appendix F
has information to assist jurisdictions with establishment of cooling centers.
Butte County OEM, in consultation with BCPHD and DESS, is responsible for preidentification of facilities to be used as cooling centers in the unincorporated areas of the
county. OEM will also coordinate with the cities to pre-identify cooling center locations. Preestablished points of contact should be made with each facility. Identification of services
provided at the cooling centers should be taken into consideration including:
accommodations for people with disabilities and others with access or functional needs,
service animals, domestic pets, and operating hours.
When a cooling center is activated, the responsible jurisdiction shall forward this information
to the Butte County OEM. Typically each jurisdiction is responsible for staffing cooling centers
within their city/town. For the unincorporated areas, DESS will coordinate staffing at these
locations. The Butte County OEM disseminates cooling center information to Public Health,
DESS, other jurisdictions and the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (Cal OES).
Additionally, the pre-identified cooling center lists will not be published to any website prior to
an Excessive Heat Event. While the Appendix calls for pre-identifying cooling centers, the
publication of these cooling centers without confirming operation for each Excessive Heat
Event can cause confusion.
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6.6 – Schools
Schools should follow their pre-established emergency plans for after school or athletic
activities. Based on information received, recommendation to cancel, change or move
forward with activities or school events lies solely with the School District.

6.7 - Recovery
Emergency costs carried by local governments in response to an Excessive Heat Event may
be recovered under the California Disaster Assistance Act (CDAA), when the Governor has
proclaimed a State of Emergency and approved the eligibility for CDAA funding. Butte County
would have to demonstrate response to this event was far beyond its response and recovery
capabilities.
Eligible costs may include the extra costs of establishing cooling centers, staffing EOCs,
renting generators and air conditioners for the emergency cooling effort, emergency public
information costs, heat emergency related morgue costs, and overtime costs for police and
fire/rescue activities related to the Excessive Heat Event. Additionally, publicly owned
infrastructure can be repaired if damaged by the Excessive Heat Event. This includes
damaged transformers and other electrical equipment owned by a public utility. It also
includes buckled local (non-federal) roads, buckled public rails, and other transportation
systems damaged by the Excessive Heat Event.
If the response and repair costs meet certain federal guidelines, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) may process a Presidential Declaration of Emergency, opening
up federal funds for these same applications under the Stafford Act. The Federal Emergency
Repair Program of Federal Highways Administration may be independently activated so
highways in the federal aid system can be covered for buckling damage.
Under the U.S. Department of Agriculture, aid can be provided to agricultural businesses for
loss of livestock and other business losses.
The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) provides assistance through low interest
disaster loans to homeowners, renters, businesses, and private nonprofit organizations to
repair or replace real estate, personal property, machinery, equipment, inventory and
business assets not covered by insurance which were damaged or destroyed during a
Presidentially declared disaster.

7 - Administration and Plan Maintenance
This Appendix has been developed and reviewed by the Operational Area Excessive Heat
Management Working Group. This Appendix will be reviewed every year and may be
revised before the beginning of the heat season (primarily summer months June –
September).

8 - Authorities and References
California Government Code Section (within the Emergency Services Act, Chapter 7,
Division 1, Title 2):
May 2013 (May 2018 Update)
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•

§8630(a): A local emergency may be proclaimed only by the governing body of a
city, county, or city and county, or by an official designated by ordinance adopted
by that governing body.

•

§8558(c): “Local emergency” means the duly proclaimed existence of conditions of
disaster or of excessive peril to the safety of persons and property within the
territorial limits of a county, city and county, or city caused by such conditions as air
pollution, fire, flood, storm, epidemic, riot, drought, sudden and severe energy
shortage, plant or animal infestation or disease, the Governor’s warning of an
earthquake or volcanic prediction, or an earthquake, or other conditions, other than
conditions resulting from a labor controversy, which are or are likely to be beyond
the control of the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of that political
subdivision and require the combined forces of other political subdivisions to
combat, or with respect to regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe energy
shortage requires extraordinary measures beyond the authority vested in the
California Public Utilities Commission.

It is possible to proclaim a local emergency for health-related reasons.
•

§8625: Gives Governor the authority to proclaim “state of emergency” when
requested by local jurisdiction or when he finds local authority is inadequate to
cope with emergency.

California Health and Safety Code Section:
• §101040: Authority to take preventive measures during emergency.
(a) The local health officer may take any preventive measure that may be
necessary to protect and preserve the public health from any public health
hazard during any “state of war emergency,” “state of emergency,” or “local
emergency,” as defined by Section §8558 of the Government Code, within his
or her jurisdiction.
(b)“Preventive measure” means abatement, correction, removal or any other
protective step that may be taken against any public health hazard that is
caused by a disaster and affects the public health….
(c)The local Health Officer, upon consent of the County Board of Supervisors or a
city governing body, may certify any public health hazard resulting from any
disaster condition if certification is required for any federal or state disaster
relief program.
Benefits of Proclaiming:
• When the Board of Supervisors of a County proclaims a local emergency, it
applies to all cities in the County.
• Provides emergency powers to the Director of Emergency Services for:
1. Issuing rules and regulations for the protection of life and property
2. Emergency purchasing and commandeering of public and private
resources
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3. Recruitment of emergency workers and emergency worker injury
coverage
4. Requisition of County agency and department personnel and
materials
Prerequisite for requesting a Governor’s Proclamation

When/Why Not to Proclaim:
• A Proclamation of Emergency is a certification that local resources are or are
expected to be exhausted.
• A Proclamation of Emergency may have a negative psychological effect upon
constituents.
California Government Code §8588.15
This Government Code requires the incorporation of the Disability Community into the
California Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) via representatives
on the SEMS Committees and the SEMS Technical Working Group. Within the
Standardized Emergency Management System structure, the State secretary shall
ensure, to the extent practicable, that the needs of the disabled community are met by
ensuring all committee recommendations regarding preparedness, planning, and
procedures relating to emergencies include the needs of people with disabilities.
California Contingency Plan for Excessive Heat Emergencies 2010
The California Contingency Plan for Excessive Heat Emergencies describes state
operations during heat-related emergencies and provides guidance for state agencies,
local government, and non-governmental organizations in the preparation of their heat
emergency response plans and other related activities.
Butte County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan (OA EOP) 2011
The Butte County OA EOP addresses the Butte County’s planned response to
extraordinary situations associated with natural disasters and/or technological incidents
including both peacetime and national security operations. Although its primary focus is
on the provision of coordinated mutual aid within the OA and fulfilling reporting
requirements to the State of California, it also provides an overview of the operational
concepts relating to various emergency situations, identifies components of the OA
emergency response organization, and describes the overall responsibilities of the OA
for supporting OA Members in protecting life and property and assuring the overall wellbeing of the population.
Butte County Operational Area Care & Shelter Annex 2011
The Butte County OA Care and Shelter Annex describes the policies, procedures, roles,
and responsibilities associated with the care of members of the community prior to, during,
and after a local to countywide emergency, including those with disabilities and others with
access or functional needs, evacuees and those people who rely on in-place shelter in lieu
of evacuation. The Annex addresses housing, food, clothing, behavioral health and other
essentials required by people who have been affected by an emergency or displaced from
their homes.
May 2013 (May 2018 Update)
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Appendix A: Agency Checklists/Responsibilities
Butte County Office of Emergency Management
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup). If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Excessive Heat Event (see Phase portion of plan)
the following may be implemented:
Phase One – Readiness Phase (NWS Heat Advisory)
 Monitor and generate heat information reports and temperature tables using NWS
data.
 Ensure the Health Officer; Public Health Emergency Response Coordinator and CAO
have been briefed on current reports by an email correspondence.
 Notify Butte County Heat Management Group and county agencies tasked with
additional duties in this Appendix that an Excessive Heat Outlook or a special weather
forecast with temperatures of 100°F for three or more days has been issued and the
county agency should refer to their checklists for roles and responsibilities.
 Notify all emergency managers within the Butte County OA of the Excessive Heat
Outlook or a special weather forecast for jurisdictions within Butte County having
temperatures of 100° F for three or more days has been issued.
 Monitor CAISO and municipal utilities to determine power availability.
Phase Two – Heat Alert (NWS Excessive Heat Watch / Warning)
 Ensure the provisions of this Appendix are implemented.
 Ensure the Public Health Officer; Program Manager Community Services (PH
Emergency Response Division) and CAO have been briefed on current reports.
 Notify the Butte County Heat Management Group and County Agencies tasked with
additional duties in this Appendix that an Excessive Heat Watch has been issued and
the County Agency should refer to their checklists for roles and responsibilities.
 Notify all emergency managers within the Butte County OA that an Excessive Heat
Watch has been issued.
 Collect information regarding actions taken by cities (if any), special districts and
schools and ensure the affected County Agencies are made aware of those actions.
(Cities and County Agencies may begin activating pre-identified cooling centers and
work with volunteer groups to identify additional cooling centers locations needed.)
 Communicate information to the Cal OES Inland Region Emergency Operations
Center (REOC) (if activated) or on call duty officer via the State Warning Center.
 When required, assist in the coordination of staffing for cooling centers and shelters.
 Coordinate with CAISO and municipal utilities to determine power availability.
 Ensure appropriate information is being forwarded to PIOs for dissemination to the
public.
 Coordinate and gather data from county dispatch centers regarding call volume to
determine heat impact on citizens.
 Ensure weather watches, heat health information and cooling center information is
posted to the appropriate locations.
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Phase Three – Heat Emergency (NWS Excessive Heat Watch / Warning)
 Ensure the provisions of this Appendix are implemented.
 Ensure Health Officer, Public Health Emergency Response Coordinator, DESS and
CAO have been briefed on the current situation and determine if a conference call is
necessary.
 Activate OA EOC to a Level 1, if warranted.
 Notify Butte County Heat Management Group and County Agencies tasked with
additional duties in this Appendix that an Excessive Heat Warning has been issued
and the County Agency should refer to their checklists for roles and responsibilities.
 Notify all emergency managers within the Butte County OA an Excessive Heat
Warning has been issued.
 Collect information regarding actions taken by cities (if any), special districts and
schools and ensure the affected County Agencies are made aware of those actions.
(Cities and County Agencies may begin activating pre-identified cooling centers and
work with volunteer groups to identify additional cooling centers locations needed.)
 Communicate information to the CalEMA Inland Region Emergency Operations Center
(REOC) (if activated) or on call duty officer via the State Warning Center.
 When required, assist in the coordination of staffing for cooling stations and shelters,
establishing a hotline and other related activities.
 Coordinate with CAISO and PG&E on Cooling Stations which are subject to “rotating
outages”.
 Coordinate with the Health Officer, Public Health Emergency Response Coordinator,
CAO regarding a Butte County Emergency Proclamation, if warranted.
 Continue to disseminate information to the Operational Area.
 Ensure appropriate information is being forwarded to Calling Center (if activated).
 Ensure weather watches, heat health information and cooling center information is
posted to the appropriate locations and/or information channels.
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Public Health Checklist
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup). If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Excessive Heat Event (see Phase portion of plan)
the following may be implemented:

Phase One – Readiness Phase (NWS Heat Advisory)
 Ensure the Public Health Director; Assistant Director and Health Officer have been
briefed.
 Consider issuing a press release(s) giving the public guidance about how to prepare
for and recommended precautions to take during the Excessive Heat Event. The
initial press releases will occur prior to the anticipated start of high temperatures during
Phase One – Readiness, and disseminate additional press releases when pertinent
information is received or Phase Three - Heat Emergency is imminent (please note- all
BCPHD press releases are posted on the Butte County website and Butte County
Twitter feed).
 Collaborate with partners to provide heat related informational material available to
senior centers, homeless shelters and other stakeholders that serve at-risk, frail, and
people with disabilities and others with access and functional needs.
 Ensure the following communication channels are consistent and updated as needed:
o Internal talking points for Public Health and/or county staff to utilize for public
questions and/or inquires.
o Key messages specifically designed for county media relations and/or contacts
to be updated as needed.
o Public Health website
 Identify Public Health staff to participate in a Joint Information Center (JIC), if
established.

Phase Two – Heat Alert (NWS Excessive Heat Watch / Warning)
 Continue to ensure the Public Health Director; Assistant Director and Health Officer
have been briefed.
 Continue to consider issuing a press release giving the public guidance about how to
prepare for and recommended precautions to take during the Excessive Heat Event.
Points of emphasis during this phase may include (but are not limited to): how to
recognize and prevent heat stroke, the importance of getting at least two to four hours
a day of cooling, where cooling is available, the recommendation to check on
neighbors, heat related risks to pets, risks associated with certain medications during
an Excessive Heat Event, and where to call for assistance.
 Continue to collaborate with partners to provide heat related informational material
available to senior centers, homeless shelters and other stakeholders that serve atrisk, frail, and people with disabilities and others with access and functional needs.
 Continue to ensure the following communication channels are consistent and updated
as needed:
o Internal talking points for Public Health and/or county staff to utilize for public
questions and/or inquires.
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o Key messages specifically designed for county media relations and/or contacts
to be updated as needed.
o Public Health website
 Continue to identify Public Health staff to participate in a Joint Information Center
(JIC), if established.
 Increase surveillance efforts pertaining to heat-related deaths and injuries, utilizing
dispatch centers, area hospital emergency room statistics and other resources.
 Advise area health providers of the Excessive Heat Watch via health alerts and/or
advisories.

Phase Three – Heat Emergency (NWS Excessive Heat Watch / Warning)
 Continue to ensure the Public Health Director; Assistant Director and Health Officer
have been briefed.
 Continue to consider issuing a press release giving the public guidance about how to
prepare for and recommended precautions to take during the Excessive Heat Event.
Points of emphasis during this phase may include the topics identified during phase
two along with the recommendation from the Health Department to consider issuing a
statement for the public to limit physical and/or outdoor activities.
 Continue to collaborate with partners to provide heat related informational material
available to senior centers, homeless shelters and other stakeholders that serve atrisk, frail, and people with disabilities and others with access and functional needs.
 Collaborate with other county departments related to the activation/operation of
cooling centers.
 Continue to ensure the following communication channels are consistent and updated
as needed:
o Internal talking points for Public Health and/or county staff to utilize for public
questions and/or inquires.
o Key messages specifically designed for county media relations and/or contacts
to be updated as needed.
o Public Health website
 Continue to identify Public Health staff to participate in a Joint Information Center
(JIC), if established. Collaborate with other county departments related to the
possibility of activating call centers if deemed necessary.
 Continue surveillance efforts pertaining to heat-related deaths and injuries, utilizing
dispatch centers, area hospital emergency room statistics and other resources.
 Continue advising area health providers of the Excessive Heat Watch via health alerts
and/or advisories.
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Department of Employment & Social Services (DESS) Checklist
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup).If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Excessive Heat Event (see Phase portion of plan)
the following may be implemented:

Phase One – Readiness Phase (NWS Heat Advisory)
 Monitor weather information received from the Butte County OEM and disseminate to
employees in preparation of the next phase.

Phase Two – Heat Alert (NWS Excessive Heat Watch / Warning)
 Post and distribute heat information and guidance materials at DESS offices including
but not limited to community action programs, In-Home Supportive Services, regional
centers and workforce development centers.
 At the Discretion of the Adult Services Program Manager, increase monitoring of heatvulnerable Adult Services clients including: In Home Supportive Services, Adult
Protective Services and Public Guardian clients. Following DESS’s internal Adult
Services Extreme Weather Response Plan, make contact with vulnerable clients. Utilize
available staff to assist with communication with at-risk populations, including elderly,
disabled, and home-bound individuals through home visits and phone calls as deemed
necessary. Request welfare checks by emergency responders when appropriate.
 Determine staffing needs for possible cooling center activation (including volunteer
agencies such as the Red Cross).
 Provide information and assistance on locations and transportation resources to Adult
Services clients requesting information on cooling centers.
o Refer callers to available transportation resources and assist clients who are
in urgent need of cooling centers.
o Refer callers to 911 emergency services for medical evaluation.
 The Adult Protective Services reporting line has the capability of providing assistance
24 hours a day seven days a week.

Phase Three – Heat Emergency (NWS Excessive Heat Watch / Warning)
 Provide assistance to the Public Health PIO in the development of press releases as
they relate to DESS services.
 Post and distribute heat information and guidance materials at DESS offices including
but not limited to community action programs, In-Home Supportive Services, regional
centers and workforce development centers.
 The Adult Services Program Manager shall increase monitoring of heat-vulnerable Adult
Services clients including: In Home Supportive Services, Adult Protective Services and
Public Guardian clients. Following DESS’s internal Adult Services Extreme Weather
Response Plan, make contact with vulnerable clients. Utilize available staff to assist
with communication with at-risk populations, including elderly, disabled, and homebound individuals, through home visits and phone calls as deemed necessary.
Request welfare checks by emergency responders when appropriate.
 Staff and manage cooling centers as appropriate.
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 Provide information and assistance on locations and transportation resources to Adult
Services clients requesting information on cooling centers.
o Refer callers to available transportation resources and assist clients who are
in urgent need of cooling centers.
o Refer callers to 911 emergency services for medical evaluation.
 Monitor Butte County cities, and at the end of the third day of an Excessive Heat
Event, contact identified Adult Services clients who may be vulnerable to heat issues,
reminding them that they can obtain information and assistance by calling the Adult
Protective Services Hotline 24 hours daily. Adult Services will then screen the calls to
determine if the caller needs to be seen by emergency medical services or respond in
person to any Adult Services clients who are in need of assistance that is within the
scope of Adult Protective Services.
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Appendix B: Health Information and vulnerable populations
http://www.bt.cdc.gov/disasters/Excessiveheat/

Heat Exhaustion
Heat exhaustion is a milder form of heat-related illness that can develop after several days of
exposure to high temperatures and inadequate or unbalanced replacement of fluids. It is the
body's response to an excessive loss of the water and salt contained in sweat. Those most
prone to heat exhaustion are elderly people, people with high blood pressure, and people
working or exercising in a hot environment.

Recognizing Heat Exhaustion
Warning signs of heat exhaustion include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy sweating
Paleness
Muscle cramps
Tiredness
Weakness
Dizziness
Headache
Nausea or vomiting
Fainting

The skin may be cool and moist. The victim's pulse rate will be fast and weak, and breathing
will be fast and shallow. If heat exhaustion is untreated, it may progress to heat stroke. Seek
medical attention immediately if any of the following occurs:
•
•

Symptoms are severe
The victim has heart problems or high blood pressure

Otherwise, help the victim to cool off, and seek medical attention if symptoms worsen or last
longer than 1 hour.

What to Do
Cooling measures that may be effective include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Cool, nonalcoholic beverages
Rest
Cool shower, bath, or sponge bath
An air-conditioned environment
Lightweight clothing
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Heat Stroke
Heat stroke occurs when the body is unable to regulate its temperature. The body's
temperature rises rapidly, the sweating mechanism fails, and the body is unable to cool
down. Body temperature may rise to 106°F or higher within 10 to 15 minutes. Heat stroke can
cause death or permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

Recognizing Heat Stroke
Warning signs of heat stroke vary but may include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Excessively high body temperature (above 103°F, orally)
Red, hot, and dry skin (no sweating)
Rapid, strong pulse
Throbbing headache
Dizziness
Nausea
Confusion
Unconsciousness

What to Do
If you see any of these signs/symptoms, you may be dealing with a life-threatening
emergency. Have someone call for immediate medical assistance while you begin cooling the
victim. Do the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Get the victim to a shady area.
Cool the victim rapidly using whatever methods you can. For example, immerse the
victim in a tub of cool water; place the person in a cool shower; spray the victim with
cool water from a garden hose; sponge the person with cool water; or if the humidity is
low, wrap the victim in a cool, wet sheet and fan him or her vigorously.
Monitor body temperature, and continue cooling efforts until the body temperature
drops to 101-102°F.
If emergency medical personnel are delayed, call 9-1-1 or the nearest hospital
emergency room for further instructions.
Do not give the victim fluids to drink.
Get medical assistance as soon as possible.

Sometimes a victim's muscles will begin to twitch uncontrollably as a result of heat stroke. If
this happens, keep the victim from injuring himself, but do not place any object in the mouth
and do not give fluids. If there is vomiting, make sure the airway remains open by turning the
victim on his or her side.
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People with Disabilities and Others with Access and Functional Needs
Situational and physical characteristics help to identify people with disabilities and others with
access and functional needs who may not comfortably or safely access and use disaster
resources. Specifically, when discussing heat related emergency preparedness, the
following groups could be considered at greater risk in a heat emergency:
• Homeless
• Infants and small children under age five
• Women who are pregnant
• Elderly people (age 65 and older)
• Adults/children who have obesity
• Adults/children who are bedridden
• Adults/children with mentally illness/disabilities
• Adults/children with cognitive disorders
• Adults/children with medical conditions (e.g., heart disease, diabetes, high blood
pressure, insulin)
• Adults/children requiring life-saving medications (e.g., for high blood pressure,
depression, insomnia)
• Adults/children who utilize medical equipment (e.g., ventilators, oxygen, G-tubes)
• Individuals with drug or alcohol addictions
• Adults/children who use mobility devices (e.g., wheelchairs, walkers, canes)
• Adults/children who are non-ambulatory
• Adults/children with sensory impairments (blind/visually impaired or deaf/hard of
hearing)
• Adults/children who are under excessive working conditions
• Adults/children who are socially isolated
• Adults/children who do not speak English with minimal access to information.
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Appendix C: Animal Vulnerabilities during Excessive Heat Events
Pets:
Dogs and cats are designed to conserve heat and are less efficient at cooling than
humans. They are in danger of heat stroke at 110 °F. Pets’ sweat glands are located on
the nose and footpads, which are inadequate for cooling on hot days. Panting and
drinking water help cooling, but if the air temperature is overheated, brain and organ
damage can occur in 15 minutes. Risk factors to heat stress include body size, age
(young and old), breed (short nosed breeds, such as bulldogs), obesity, and existing
metabolic, cardiovascular or respiratory disease.
Facts:
Car with window rolled down slightly combined with windows collecting light, trapping
heat inside equals pressure cooker effect:
Outside air = 85 ° F
• After 10 minutes: inside car = 102 °F
• After 30 minutes: inside car = 120 °F
Outside air = 72 ° Fahrenheit + humidity
• After 30 minutes: inside car = 104 °F
• After 60 minutes: inside car = 112 °F
Prevention:
•
Never leave pets in a car on warm days
•
Call animal control or police immediately if an animal is in distress in a car
•
Be alert for any sign of heat stress: heavy panting, glazed eyes, a rapid
pulse, unsteadiness, a staggering gait, vomiting, deep red or purple tongue
•
Never leave pets tied up without shade, air circulation, and fresh water
•
Offer a cool place to rest when temperatures are uncomfortable
•
If you are going to take advantage of a local Cooling Center and feel the
need to bring your pet, always call ahead to find out if they are able to
accept pets and what preparations are necessary (i.e., leash for dog, cage
for cats, etc.)
Treatment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overheated pets must be cooled immediately
Move pet to shade
Apply cool water all over body
Apply ice packs to neck and chest area
Allow licking ice and small amount of water (large amount will cause
vomiting)
Take to veterinarian immediately for evaluation

Livestock and Poultry:
Producers should assure that all livestock and poultry are provided adequate and
accessible drinking water, shade, and fans and water-cooling, where feasible.
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Many producers have back-up generators for their facilities, which should be inspected
to ensure operational condition in the event of rolling or rotating outages or power
failures. Emergency power should also be available for fans and well pumps. Misters,
soakers and fans should be checked to ensure they are operational. Shade structures
(especially shade cloths) should be in good repair.
During an excessive heat emergency, dairy producers have used a variety of temporary
cow-cooling methods. Fire hoses can be hooked up to water trucks and used to soak
the cattle. Strings of cows can be cooled in sprinkler pens, if they are not in constant use
for milking. Temporary soaking lines can be devised using flexible landscaping PVC
hose and high volume emitters positioned over the cattle. Industrial fans have been
rented to augment these water cooling methods. Temporary shade structures have been
erected. In general, working cattle should be avoided except in the early morning.
If producers are experiencing difficulties or delays in having dead animals picked up by
rendering companies, they should immediately contact their Ag Commissioner, their
local office of emergency services or office of environmental health and make them
aware of the situation. Local officials are in a position to assist with alternate methods of
disposal, including evaluating the need for a declaration of a local emergency.
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Appendix D: The Electrical Grid and CAISO
Electric power capability and transmission grid is impacted by the increased loads
resulting from heat events. The California Independent System Operator (CAISO) is
tasked with managing about 80 percent of the California electrical grid that supplies
most of California, except in areas serviced by municipal utilities.
Alerts
CAISO employs a series of Alerts based on electrical power demand and supply/reserve
forecasts. The alerts are:
• Stage 1 - When the reserve margin falls below 7%
• Stage 2 - When the reserve margin falls below 5%
• Stage 3 - When the reserve margin falls below 1.5%
**Rotating outages will occur when Stage 3 is reached.
Electric Power Load Shedding
When the power system is under excessive stress due to heavy demand and/or failure
of critical components, it is sometime necessary to intentionally interrupt the service to
selected customers to prevent the entire system from collapsing. In such cases,
customer service (or load) is cut, sometimes with little or no warning. One form of load
shedding called a "rotating outage" involves cutting service to selected customers for a
predetermined period (usually not more than one and a half hours). As power is
restored to one block of customers, power to another block of customers is interrupted
to reduce the overall load on the system.
Exemptions from rotating outages in communities served by utilities regulated by the
CPUC
Mandated under California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Decision 02-04-060,
4/25/02, essential facilities who volunteer to use their facilities as a public "cooling
station" are exempt from rotating power outages. This regulation only applies to
communities that are serviced by utilities regulated by the CPUC such as Southern
California Edison, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric.
Undefined "cooling centers" are not covered by this rule and are not exempt from
rotating power outages; however, Cal EMA may request an exception from the utilities
through CUEA. There are no commonly defined criteria for cooling centers.
Notifications
Utilities generally rely on media releases to inform the public of electric power
disruptions. Ongoing emergency coordination between city and county emergency
managers and utility providers could enhance advance notification of electric disruptions
and restoration coordination.
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Appendix E: Suggested Cooling Center Checklist
The following is a suggested list of important criteria for setting up a cooling center. There are
no established criteria for cooling centers. Additionally, unless a special exemption has
been given by the local utilities, facilities used as cooling centers are not exempt from
rotating outages.

Important Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning or equivalent (temperature maintained at 79°F)
Accessible to all / ADA compliant
Ample seating appropriate to the jurisdiction
Public restrooms accessible to people with disabilities and others with access and
functional needs
Access to potable water (drinking fountain, etc.)
Access to 911 services
Publicly advertised
Parking access
Proximity to public transit

Suggested Criteria
• Back-up generators
• Secure, facility has security service
• Communications, phone (including TDD/TTY/video capabilities), internet access, signlanguage interpreters
• Child friendly with materials for children to play with while at the cooling center
• Medical Personnel such as nurses and/or aides
• 24 hour, 7 days a week operation
• Large capacity
• Personal assistance services for people with disabilities and others with access and
functional needs
• Available televisions, books, games
• Transportation for those lacking their own, including wheelchair accessible services
• Follow-up procedures for those in need of additional services (health care, social
services, etc.)
• Area for pets
• Veterinary resources available if needed
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Appendix F: Information Resources for Preparedness and
Response
The following is a suggested partial list of resources and supplies that may assist in
preparing for and responding to heat emergencies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public education pamphlets – preventive measures, symptoms, etc.
Prepared press releases listing available resources and contact numbers
Bottled water
Identify sources for obtaining ice to distribute at cooling centers
Obtain dry ice to assist citizens with electric outages
Develop a list of companies that will donate goods during a heat emergency
List of facilities that can accommodate pets
Animal cages to house pets
List of volunteers to staff cooling centers and check on access and functional
needs population (where appropriate)
List of county cooling centers (pre-id county facilities available to act as cooling
center)
List of available vehicles and volunteers/personnel to transport heat-impacted
individuals
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Appendix G: Definitions
The following terms are presented here with the commonly accepted definitions to avoid
confusion and misunderstanding. Some of the terms may have different meanings
outside of the scope of this Appendix.
Cooling Centers - Facilities that are made available by public, private and volunteer
organizations as a heat relief station. There is no agreement that these facilities will be
exempt from power outages.
Cooling Stations - Facilities that can be used for heat relief that are exempt from
rotating power outages (mandated by CPUC Decision 02-04-060, 4/25/02). Typically
facilities such as hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, etc.
Emergency Plans - As defined in Government Code §8560 (a) "Emergency Plans"
means those official and approved documents which describe the principles and
methods to be applied in carrying out emergency operations or rendering mutual aid
during emergencies. These plans include such elements as continuity of government,
the emergency services of governmental agencies, mobilization of resources, mutual
aid, and public information.
Excessive Heat Outlook is issued when the potential exists for an Excessive Heat
Event in the next 3-7 days and is designed to provide an indication of areas where
people may need to take precautions against the heat. Additionally, an Excessive Heat
Outlook allows public utility staff, emergency managers, public health officials, and other
entities considerable lead time to prepare for the Excessive Heat Event.
Excessive Heat Watch is issued when conditions are favorable for an Excessive Heat
Event in the next 12 to 48 hours. An Excessive Heat Watch is used when the risk of a
heat wave has increased, but its occurrence and timing is still uncertain. An Excessive
Heat Watch provides enough lead time so those who need to prepare can do so, such
as city officials who have Excessive Heat Event plans. An Excessive Heat Watch is
issued by the National Weather Service when the heat index is in excess of 110ºF
(41ºC) during the day combined with nighttime low temperatures of 80ºF (27ºC) or
higher are forecast to occur for two consecutive days.
Excessive Heat Warning or Advisory is issued within 12 – 36 hours of the onset of
the following criteria: heat index of at least 110°F for more than 3 hours per day for 2
consecutive days, or heat index more than 115°F for any period of time combined with
nighttime low temperatures of 80ºF (27ºC) or higher. A warning is issued when an
Excessive Heat Event is occurring, is imminent, or has a very high probability of
occurring. The warning is used for conditions posing a threat to life or property. An
Excessive Heat Advisory is for less serious conditions causing significant discomfort or
inconvenience and, if caution is not taken, could lead to threats to life and/or property.
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Heat Disorders - Conditions that result in the body's inability to maintain a normal
temperature. The four major heat disorders are:
Heat Cramps - Symptoms: painful spasms usually in leg muscles and possibly the
abdomen, heavy sweating.
Heat Exhaustion - Symptoms: heavy sweating, weakness, cold, pale and clammy
skin, possible fainting and vomiting. Normal temperature is possible.
Heat Stroke - Symptoms: high body temperature (106° F or higher), hot, altered
mental status, rapid and strong pulse, possible unconsciousness.
Heat Index (also referred to as the "apparent temperature") - A factor used to
determine how hot it feels based on temperature and relative humidity. Heat index
values can be up to fifteen degrees higher with exposure to direct sunlight. Heat index
values assume calm wind conditions. Hot dry winds can also increase heat index
factors.
Heat Wave - When temperatures reach 10° or more above the average high
temperature for the region, last, or predicted to last, for a prolonged period of time. A
Heat wave is often accompanied by high humidity.
Heat-Related Death - Most heat-related deaths are a direct result of heat stroke, which
is almost always fatal when not treated. Dr. E. R. Donoghue (of the Chicago 1995 heat
wave response) includes these as definitions of heat-related death: a measured body
temperature of 105 ° at the time of death or immediately after; or other substantial
circumstantial evidence of heat as a contributor to death (such as a decedent found in a
room without air conditioning, all windows closed, and excessive ambient heat at time of
discovery). Heat stroke is more likely to lead to death despite treatment if the
decedent’s condition was aggravated by other medical conditions.
Local Emergency - As defined in Government Code §8558 (c)"…means the duly
proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster or of excessive peril to the safety of
persons and property within the territorial limits of a county, city and county, or city,
causes by such conditions as air pollution, fire, flood, storm, epidemic, riot, drought,
sudden and severe energy shortage, plant or animal infestation or disease, the
Governor's warning of an earthquake or volcanic prediction, or an earthquake, or other
conditions, other than conditions resulting from a labor controversy, which are or are
likely to be beyond the control of the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of
that political subdivision and require the combined forces of other political subdivisions
to combat, or with respect to regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe energy
shortage requires extraordinary measures beyond the authority vested in the California
Public Utilities Commission."
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Local Government As defined in the Standardized Emergency Management
System regulations §2402 (m) "means local agencies as defined in Government Code
§8680.2 and special districts defined in California Code of Regulations, Title 19,
§2900(y).”
Operational Area - As defined in Government Code §8559 (b) "An 'operational area' is
an intermediate level of the state emergency services organization, consisting of a
county and all political subdivisions within the county area."
Rotating Outage - A process of cutting off service to selected customers for a
predetermined period (usually not more than two hours) in order to retain the integrity of
the power grid.
Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) - As defined in California
Code of Regulations §2400 as…"based upon the Incident Management System (ICS)
adapted from the system originally developed by Firefighting Resources of California
Organized for Potential Emergencies (FIRESCOPE) program including those currently
in use by state agencies, the Multi-Agency Coordination System (MACs) as developed
by FIRESCOPE program, the operational area concept, and the Master Mutual Aid
Agreement and related mutual aid systems."
State of Emergency - As defined in Government Code §8558 (b)"…means the duly
proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster or of Excessive peril to the safety of
persons and property within the state caused by such conditions as air pollution, fire,
flood, storm, epidemic, riot, drought, sudden and severe energy shortage, plant or
animal infestation or disease, the Governor's warning of an earthquake or volcanic
prediction, or an earthquake, complications resulting from the Year 2000 Problem, or
other conditions causing a 'state of war emergency,' which, by reason of their
magnitude, are or are likely to be beyond the control of the services, personnel,
equipment, and facilities of any single county, city and county, or city and require the
combined forces of a mutual aid region or regions to combat, or with respect to
regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe energy shortage requires extraordinary
measures beyond the authority vested in the California Public Utilities Commission."
A state of emergency proclamation by the Governor is warranted when:
1. There exists conditions of disaster or of Excessive peril to the safety of
persons, which, by reason of their magnitude, are or are likely to be beyond
the control of the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of any single
county, city and county, or city and require the combined forces of a mutual
aid region or regions to combat, or with respect to regulated energy utilities, a
sudden and severe energy shortage requires extraordinary measures beyond
the authority vested in the California Public Utilities Commission”
[Government Code Sections 8558(b)and 8625(a)]; or
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2. The Governor is requested to do so by the mayor of a city or the chairman of
the county board of supervisors or the county administrative officer [Section
8625(b)]; or
3. The Governor finds that local authority is inadequate to cope with the
emergency [Section 8625(C)]; and
4. Local emergency response costs are significant to make these costs eligible
for reimbursable under the California Disaster Assistance Act or as a
prerequisite for a request for federal disaster assistance for state and local
governments.
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Appendix H: Acronym List
ALF
APS
ARC
BCPHD
BCSO
BOS
CAISO
Cal OES
CALWAS
CAO
CBO
CDAA
CDPH
CETP
CPUC
CSWC
DESS
EAS
EMS
EOC
FEMA
IHSS
JIC
NAWAS
NIMS
NOAA
NWS
OA
OAC
OEM
OoA
PH
PIO
REOC
RN
SBA
SEMS
SNF
SOC
SOP
SSA

Assisted Living Facility
Adult Protective Services (SSA)
American Red Cross
Butte County Public Health Department
Butte County Sheriff’s Office
Board of Supervisors
California Independent System Operator
California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services
California Warning System
Chief Administrative Officer
Community Based Organizations
California Disaster Assistance Act
California Department of Public Health
California Environmental Tracking Program
California Public Utilities Commission
California State Warning Center
Department of Employment and Social Services
Emergency Alert System
Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Operations Center
Federal Emergency Management Agency
In-Home Supportive Services
Joint Information Center
National Warning System
National Incident Management System
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Weather Service
Operational Area
Operational Area Coordinator
Office of Emergency Management
Office on Aging
Public Health
Public Information Officer
Regional Emergency Operations Center (Cal EMA)
Registered Nurse
Small Business Administration
Standardized Emergency Management System
Skilled Nursing Facility
State Operations Center
Standard Operating Procedures
Social Services Agency
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Appendix I: Heat Related References
•

Butte County Public Health Department: www.buttecounty.net/publichealth

•

Butte County OEM www.buttecounty.net

•

CalOSHA Heat illness prevention regulations and related information at
http://www.dir.ca.gov

•

National Weather Service – Sacramento Website www.weather.gov/sto

•

Electric Power Disruption, Toolkit for Local Government, Office of Emergency
Services, June, 2001

•

Contingency Plan For Excessive Heat Emergencies, California Emergency
Management Agency, April 2010

•

Excessive Heat Events Guidebook, EPA 430-B-06-005, June 2006

•

Heat wave: A Major Summer Killer, NWS Publication,
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/brochures/heatwave.pdf

•

County of Orange Operational Area, Excessive Heat Weather Annex, April 2012
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Appendix J: Sample Press Release - Public Health
High Temperatures Bring Risk of Heat-Related Illnesses
(Butte County) - Temperatures in Butte County are expected to reach above 105°F this
week and into the weekend, increasing the risk of heat related illnesses like heat
exhaustion and heat stroke for those who are more sensitive to the heat.
Prolonged exposure to excessive temperatures may cause serious conditions like heat
exhaustion or heat stroke and can even be fatal. Symptoms of heat exhaustion may
include heavy sweating, muscle cramps, weakness, headache, nausea or vomiting and
dizziness. Warning signs of heat stroke may include an extremely high body
temperature, unconsciousness, confusion, hot and dry skin (no sweating), a rapid,
strong pulse, and a throbbing headache. If symptoms of heat stroke occur, immediately
call for medical assistance. Move the person to a shady area and begin cooling their
body with water.
Recommended precautions to prevent heat related illnesses include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Drink plenty of water; don’t wait until you are thirsty.
Wear light, loose-fitting clothing.
Avoid unnecessary sun exposure; wear a hat, preferably with a wide brim,
when in the sun and use sunscreen.
Avoid unnecessary exertion if you are outside or in non-air conditioned
buildings. If you are working outdoors, take frequent rest and refreshment
breaks in a shaded area.
Never leave children, elderly people or pets unattended in closed cars or
other vehicles.
Check on those who are at high risk to make sure they are staying cool –
including seniors who live alone, people with heart or lung disease, and
young children.
Stay cool indoors - if your home is not air conditioned, visit public facilities
such as shopping malls and libraries to stay cool.

For more information on heat related illnesses, visit the Butte County Public Health
Department website at http://www.buttecounty.net/publichealth/ or the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention website at www.CDC.gov.
###
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1 - Purpose
The purpose of this Appendix is to guide County departments during an extreme cold
weather event. This Appendix identifies resources, actions and critical issues regarding a
cold weather event including monitoring, public information, and congregate care and/or
shelter. The content of the Appendix is based substantially on the Butte County
Operational Area, Emergency Operations Plan and the Butte County Public Health
Emergency Preparedness Plan.
This Appendix is intended to provide a written action plan to assist County departments
with managing information and responding to an extreme cold weather event. As with all
emergency plans, these guidelines will provide responders and decision makers with
flexible tools to be used as the situation dictates and justifies.

2 - Background
Butte County has a Mediterranean climate with cool, wet winters and hot, dry summers.
Precipitation is normally in the form of rain, with snow in the higher elevations, and ranges
from approximately 20 to 80 inches per year. Temperatures for winters range from the low
20’s to 40’s on the valley floor. Lowest recorded temperature in the valley was 11 degrees
in Chico (1932). Average lows for valley floor during December and January is 35 degrees.

3 - Situation and Assumptions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A cold weather event requiring action is defined as expectation of prolonged
extreme cold or freezing temperatures, or of power outages during colder than
average weather conditions.
The Butte County Office of Emergency Management (OEM) and Butte County
Public Health (BCPH) are responsible for updating and maintaining the contents of
this Appendix.
OEM is responsible for monitoring weather information and providing extreme cold
weather information to the Operational Area (OA), BCPH and the Department of
Employment and Social Services (DESS).
This Appendix assumes there will be sufficient warning time of an extreme cold
weather event provided by the National Weather Service in order to implement any
planned activities as depicted in this Appendix.
A Warming Center is a place for displaced residents to go to get out of the extreme
cold. It is not a shelter. Minimal resources will be provided at a Warming Center(i.e. water, and floor space).
Red Cross does not support Warming Centers; however, local Red Cross
Volunteers may volunteer to staff Warming Centers in order to keep their skills up
to date. Butte County also has a Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
that may be able to provide volunteers.
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4 - Concept of Operations
The primary concept of operations for an extreme cold weather event will focus on
providing public information using different notification tools including press releases,
websites, social media and other mechanisms discussed later in this Appendix. Dependent
on the progression, duration and impact of the extreme cold weather event, warming center
or shelter locations may be made available to community members.
Operations described in this plan will be activated at the direction of the Butte County Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO), Public Health Officer or the Emergency Services Officer.
This plan can be activated at any of the three phases as described in this Annex. Local
governments within Butte County will be activated according to their own plans, policies
and procedures.
Response to an extreme cold weather event will utilize a phased approach based on
weather information from the National Weather Service, a Stage 3 Electrical Emergency
(Appendix B) or planned rotating outage occurring during an extreme cold weather event,
and/or information from the State or Butte County Health Officer.
These phases are intended to provide adequate time for dissemination of information and
implementation of any actions from the Operational Area (OA). Activation of these phases
are based on considerations using information including predicted outlook for upcoming
weather season; and input from the Butte Operational Area Extreme Cold Weather Event
Planning Group (includes representatives from BCPH, County Administration, OEM and
DESS), the National Weather Service, and the California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services (CalOES) Contingency Plan for Extreme Cold / Freeze Emergencies. Agency
checklists are provided as attachments at the end of this document to provide guidance on
activities related to an extreme cold weather event.
Any response to an extreme cold weather event will be carried out in coordination with the
Butte County OA partners using the following guidelines to determine the most appropriate
level of response for the affected areas of Butte County.

5 - Phases of Activation
Due to California’s diverse geography, weather conditions often vary greatly from one
region to another. People are acclimatized to the usual weather conditions in the climate
zone they reside in; those in a mountain climate tolerate cold differently than those in a
foothill or valley floor climate. Because of these differences, there is no “one size fits all”
tool for the entire state to define what constitutes an Extreme Cold Weather Event. There
are a variety of alerts and warnings that serve as tools to assist the local OEM and BCPH
in determining when to take cold weather measures.
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5.1 Winter Storm Warning
This product is issued by the National Weather Service when a winter storm is producing or
is forecast to produce heavy snow or significant ice accumulations.
Warning Criteria:
Where snow is rare 2-3 inches (valley floor, less than 1000 feet)
Below 3000 feet 5-7 inches of snow
3000-7000 feet 8-12 inches of snow
Winter Storm Watch is issued by the National Weather Service when there is a potential
for heavy snow or significant ice accumulations, usually at least 24 to 36 hours in advance.
Winter Weather Advisory is issued by the National Weather Service when a low pressure
system produces a combination of winter weather (snow, freezing rain, sleet, etc.) that
present a hazard, but does not meet warning criteria.
Advisory Criteria:
Where snow is rare (valley floor, less than 1000 feet)
Below 3000 feet 2-4 inches of snow
3000-7000 feet 4-6 inches of snow
Freeze is when the surface air temperature is expected to be 32° F or below over a
widespread area for a climatologically significant period of time. Use of the term is usually
restricted to advective situations or to occasions when wind or other conditions prevent
frost. "Killing" may be used during the growing season when the temperature is expected to
be low enough for a sufficient duration to kill all but the hardiest herbaceous crops.
Freeze Warning is issued during the growing season when surface temperatures are
expected to drop below freezing over a large area for an extended period of time,
regardless of whether or not frost develops. Criteria: areas below 2000 feet and generally in
agricultural areas.
Hard Freeze Warning is a rare freeze event which occurs when temperatures are
expected to be so cold that there is widespread danger of pipes bursting, over-winter fruit
such as citrus being destroyed, and threats to human life in areas where low temperatures
usually do not fall much below freezing. In general, the hard freeze threat is confined to
areas below about 2000 feet. The mountains and northeast plateau have never been
considered to be hard freeze threat areas. Examples include the freezes of December
1998, 2013 and January 2007, when temperatures were from about 19-26 degrees for
several nights in the Central Valley and Delta. In the great freeze of December 1990, when
temperatures fell into the teens, groves of trees were destroyed. Hard Freeze Warning
criteria: when temperatures are expected to fall below 28 degrees for 3 to 5 hours.
Snow Advisory is issued by the National Weather Service when a low pressure system
produces snow that may cause significant inconveniences, but do not meet warning criteria
and if caution is not exercised could lead to life threatening situations. If the forecaster feels
that it is warranted, he or she can issue it for amounts less than the minimum criteria. For
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example, it may be issued for the first snow of the season or when snow has not fallen in
long while.
Where snow is rare (valley floor, less than 1000 feet)
Below 3000 feet 2-4 inches of snow
3000-7000 feet 4-6 inches of snow

5.2 Butte County Phases
Butte County has created a phased approach to respond to an Extreme Cold Weather
Event. This section will describe each phase including the activation criteria and response
actions to be implemented. Specific information regarding each action is described later in
this Appendix and can be located in agency specific checklists.

5.2.1 Phase One – Seasonal Readiness
Seasonal readiness occurs during the months of November to February in
order to prepare for and maintain a state of increased readiness.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phase I actions include:
Initial notification of key stakeholders.
Review of existing plans, procedures and resources.
Verification of use/availability of key facilities.
Updating/validating notification processes.
Preparing to initiate awareness campaigns.
Orientation and training to plans and procedures.

5.2.2 Phase Two – Cold/Freeze Alert

•
•
•
•

Phase II actions are taken as a result of a cold or freeze warning issued by
the National Weather Service (NWS) indicating prolonged extreme cold or
freezing temperatures are expected, or of power outages during colder than
average weather conditions. Phase I actions continue during this phase as
contact with local agencies and coordination with Cal OES in anticipation of
activating Phase III of this plan.
Activation trigger will consider the following:
National Weather Service issues a warning indicating extreme cold or freeze
for three days or more.
Extreme cold/freeze accompanied by electrical blackouts, rotating blackouts
or power outages, e.g., California Independent System Operator (CAISO)
Stage 2 Electrical Emergency during periods of cold weather.
Notifications from jurisdictions, within the OA, that have issued a special
notice/alert concerning the extreme cold weather.
Abnormal animal mortality rates or loss of agricultural crops associated with
the extreme cold weather.

5.2.3 Phase Three – Extreme Cold/Freeze Emergency
Phase III Activation triggers are taken when conditions pose a severe threat
and consider the following:
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Notification from jurisdictions that one or more jurisdictions have proclaimed
an emergency related to extreme cold.
National Weather Service extreme cold/freeze warnings or wind chill warnings
indicate weather conditions that endanger human life with credible weather
forecasts of extremely cold/freezing weather. These weather conditions
include low daytime temperatures accompanied by night temperatures of 25
degrees Fahrenheit, or less.
Forecast of snow on the valley floor with high winds (possible power
outages).
Abnormal human medical emergencies and mortality due to extreme
cold/freeze conditions.
Abnormal animal mortality rates or loss of agricultural crops due to extreme
cold/freeze.
CAISO Stage 3 Electrical Emergency and/or extended power outages
expected during extreme cold/freeze conditions.

5.2.3.1 Actions
• As necessary, activate OA Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to Level
One.
• Continue to monitor weather.
• Notify OA partners with available information.
• Provide information to the public through all available channels.
• Collect information from OA regarding situation status
• Consider opening a call center and/or public information hotlines.
• Increased monitoring of persons with disabilities and others with access and
functional needs.
• Coordinate any transportation requests to warming centers with cities and
local vendors such as Butte Regional Transit (B-Line), non-emergency
medical transportation agencies etc.
• As necessary, activate warming centers (County or City).
• Monitor electrical demands and any CAISO issues.
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6 - Organization and Assignment of Responsibilities

Director of Emergency Services
L S
Medical Health Operational Area Coordinator (MHOAC)
S L
Activation of the Extreme Cold Weather Appendix
X X X
Mitigation and Readiness
X X
Weather Monitoring
L S
Public Information - Preparedness
S S L
Public Information - Response
L S S
Community Outreach
S L
Alert and Warning
X X
County/Operational Area EOC Activation
X X X
Warming Center Establishment
X S
Transportation Assistance
X X
L – Lead agency
S – Supporting Agency
X – Shared Lead Resp.

General
Services

PH
DESS

OEM

CAO

Figure 2 - Table of Agency Responsibilities

X
X
S
S
L
X
X
X

S
S

6.1 - Mitigation and Preparedness
Jurisdictions within the OA are responsible to provide and disseminate cold weather related
literature, and pre-identify potential warming center locations within their incorporated area.

6.2 - Monitoring
OEM is responsible to monitor weather information from the NWS and Extreme Cold Weather
Event conditions. In the event the OEM is unable to perform this function; BCPH will fulfill
this role.
Specifically, the NWS Extreme Cold Weather Watch, Warning, and Advisories will serve as
one of the trigger points for decision-making.
Any information from NWS will be communicated to the OA to initiate any implementation of
procedures described in the OA Extreme Cold Weather Appendix, and to allow jurisdictions,
agencies and departments to implement their own internal plans.

6.3 - Public Information
Information sharing and dissemination of public information will be crucial during an Extreme
Cold Weather Event. Initially, the Butte County OEM will notify the appropriate jurisdictions
and agencies.
During the Preparedness Phase BCPH will be the lead agency for press releases and related
health bulletins. In order to ensure the same message is being delivered throughout the
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County when the County EOC is activated all communications will be processed thru the
County Public Information Officer (PIO). However, multiple County departments may have a
role in the risk communication process.
Risk Communication priorities may include (but are not limited to):
• Assist in informing and educating the public regarding health precautions and other
cold weather materials.
• If warranted, provide continual updates (via press releases, news conferences etc.) on
the incident to the media.
• Provide direction and instructions regarding warming center or shelter activation,
locations and operational hours.

6.3.1 - Community Outreach
Each County department with a responsibility for community health and safety, is tasked with
community outreach for their respective clients before, during and after an Extreme Cold
Weather Event.

6.3.2 - Alert and Warning
Notification of an Extreme Cold Weather Event should be communicated to the public as
soon as possible. Each County department serving community members is responsible to
make proper notifications. Below are examples of several methods which could be utilized
for alert and warning to ensure the widest possible dissemination of emergency
communications is made.
Emergency Mass Notification System
The County has an emergency mass notification system to alert the public during a
disaster. Residents that have a landline AT&T telephone are automatically
enrolled. All residents have the ability to opt in to the system and add phone
numbers and e-mail addresses by going to www.buttecounty.net/MassNotification
Emergency Alert System (EAS)
Typically, when the OA Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is activated, the
Emergency Services Officer is the point of contact to activate the Emergency Alert
System (EAS). Since there is not a specific EAS code for an Extreme Cold
Weather Event and to avoid confusion with message dissemination, EAS will not
be used for this Appendix.
Automated and Live Public Information Lines
Automated public information hotlines are available for use on a 24/7 basis through
Butte County OEM. During an extreme cold weather event, these automated lines
can be activated upon request by the Health Officer, CAO and/or Emergency
Services Officer. Live operated call centers are also available through Butte County
Administration and other local vendors per contract and/or pre-established
agreements. The Adult Protective Services reporting line (800-664-9774) is a 24
hour seven day a week resource to callers and there is an Information and Referral
Line (538-7538) available during business hours.
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2-1-1 Butte County
2-1-1 plays a critical role in providing information and support in times of disaster,
such as evacuation, shelter, food, medical and recovery information, and providing
public officials with feedback from callers about changing conditions.
Local Media
During Phase One – Seasonal Readiness County departments (as necessary)
should provide severe winter weather information to their clients and partners.
During an actual incident and/or when the EOC is activated, media releases will be
coordinated through the County PIO.
Butte County Website/Social Media
Press releases and other information will be posted on the Butte County website
and/or linked to the BCPH website by the Butte County Administration PIO.
Information will also be released via the County’s Twitter and Facebook accounts.
People with Disabilities and Others with Access and Functional Needs
Non-English Speaking – PIOs must always consider language barriers when
developing warning messages for the public. The two main ethnic populations in
Butte County are the Hispanic and the Hmong communities. Considerations must
be made to develop extreme cold weather event information that is available in
Spanish and Hmong. The County employs both Spanish and Hmong-speaking
individuals who may be available to assist call centers and translate materials.
BCPH also maintains a toll-free automated Public Health Information Line with
recorded messages on health topics of current interest. The messages can be
recorded in English, Spanish and Hmong, or callers may be directed towards
Spanish or Hmong speaking staff. Messages will be updated as necessary during
the event.
PIOs should request television stations to utilize closed captioning and media
crawls to provide information visually. Sign language interpreters may also be
used.

6.4 – County/OA EOC Activation
Under most circumstances, the EOC will not be activated during Phase One (Readiness) or
Phase Two (Extreme Cold Weather Watch). The Butte County OEM will be in duty officer
status monitoring the situation during Phase One and Phase Two and will make appropriate
notifications surrounding planned activities described in this Appendix. In order for this
Appendix to be effective, all agencies, departments and jurisdictions need to work together in
a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary manner.
During Phase III (Extreme Cold Weather Warning), the OA EOC may be activated to a Level
1 or 2 to monitor and coordinate activities in accordance with the Butte County OA
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) and this Appendix. Ultimately, any decisions will be
incident driven and based on situational awareness received. At the direction of the Butte
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County OEM, BCPH or DESS, a conference call may be conducted amongst the impacted
jurisdictions to coordinate response efforts.
Other agencies and/or organizations may be included in these conference calls as
determined by the decision makers. These conference calls will take place following any
National Weather Service Extreme Cold Weather (Warning/Advisory) and at regular intervals
as determined by the participants on the conference call.

6.5 – Warming Centers
A warming center is defined as a location where people can officially go to get out of the cold.
It is a temporary, heated public space set up to prevent negative health impacts of an
extreme cold weather event and will provide warmth and water. A warming center can be
established at various facilities including senior and community centers, libraries, and public
buildings.
Butte County OEM, in consultation with BCPH and DESS, is responsible for pre-identification
of facilities to be used as warming centers in the unincorporated areas of the County. Preestablished points of contact should be made with each facility. Identification of services
provided at the warming centers should be taken into consideration including:
accommodations for people with disabilities and others with access or functional needs,
service animals, domestic pets, and operating hours.
When a warming center is activated, the responsible jurisdiction shall forward this information
to the Butte County OEM. Typically each jurisdiction is responsible for staffing warming
centers within their city/town. For the unincorporated areas, DESS will coordinate staffing at
these locations. The Butte County OEM disseminates warming center information to BCPH,
DESS, other jurisdictions and the Cal OES.
The pre-identified warming center lists will not be published to any website prior to an
Extreme Cold Weather Event. The publication of these warming centers without confirming
operation for each Extreme Cold Weather Event can cause confusion.

6.6 – Schools
Schools should follow their pre-established emergency plans for after school or athletic
activities. Based on information received, recommendation to cancel, change or move
forward with activities or school events lies solely with the School District.

6.7 - Recovery
Emergency costs carried by local governments in response to an Extreme Cold Weather
Event may be recovered under the California Disaster Assistance Act (CDAA), when the
Governor has proclaimed a State of Emergency and approved the eligibility for CDAA
funding. Butte County would have to demonstrate response to this event was far beyond its
response and recovery capabilities.
Eligible costs may include the extra costs of establishing warming centers, staffing EOCs,
renting generators and heaters for the emergency warming effort, emergency public
information costs, cold weather emergency related morgue costs, and overtime costs for
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police and fire/rescue activities related to the Extreme Cold Weather Event. Additionally,
publicly owned infrastructure can be repaired if damaged by the Extreme Cold Weather
Event.
If the response and repair costs meet certain federal guidelines, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) may process a Presidential Declaration of Emergency, opening
up federal funds for these same applications under the Stafford Act.
Under the U.S. Department of Agriculture, aid can be provided to agricultural businesses for
loss of livestock and other business losses.
The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) provides assistance through low interest
disaster loans to homeowners, renters, businesses, and private nonprofit organizations to
repair or replace real estate, personal property, machinery, equipment, inventory and
business assets not covered by insurance which were damaged or destroyed during a
presidentially declared disaster.

7 - Administration and Plan Maintenance
This Appendix has been developed and reviewed by the Operational Area Extreme Cold
Weather Working Group. This Appendix will be reviewed every year and may be revised
before the beginning of the cold weather season (primarily winter months November –
February).

8 - Authorities and References
California Government Code Section (within the Emergency Services Act, Chapter 7, Division
1, Title 2):
§8630(a): A local emergency may be proclaimed only by the governing body of a city,
county, or city and county, or by an official designated by ordinance adopted by that
governing body.
§8558(c): “Local emergency” means the duly proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster
or of excessive peril to the safety of persons and property within the territorial limits of a
county, city and county, or city caused by such conditions as air pollution, fire, flood, storm,
epidemic, riot, drought, sudden and severe energy shortage, plant or animal infestation or
disease, the Governor’s warning of an earthquake or volcanic prediction, or an earthquake, or
other conditions, other than conditions resulting from a labor controversy, which are or are
likely to be beyond the control of the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of that
political subdivision and require the combined forces of other political subdivisions to combat,
or with respect to regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe energy shortage requires
extraordinary measures beyond the authority vested in the California Public Utilities
Commission.
It is possible to proclaim a local emergency for health-related reasons.
§8625: Gives Governor the authority to proclaim “state of emergency” when requested by
local jurisdiction or when he finds local authority is inadequate to cope with emergency.
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California Health and Safety Code Section:
§101040: Authority to take preventive measures during emergency.
The local health officer may take any preventive measure that may be necessary to protect
and preserve the public health from any public health hazard during any “state of war
emergency,” “state of emergency,” or “local emergency,” as defined by Section §8558 of the
Government Code, within his or her jurisdiction.
(b) “Preventive measure” means abatement, correction, removal or any other protective step
that may be taken against any public health hazard that is caused by a disaster and affects
the public health….
(c)The local Health Officer, upon consent of the County Board of Supervisors or a city
governing body, may certify any public health hazard resulting from any disaster condition if
certification is required for any federal or state disaster relief program.
Benefits of Proclaiming:
• When the Board of Supervisors of a County proclaims a local emergency, it applies to
all cities in the County.
• Provides emergency powers to the Director of Emergency Services for:
o Issuing rules and regulations for the protection of life and property
o Emergency purchasing and commandeering of public and private resources
o Recruitment of emergency workers and emergency worker injury coverage
o Requisition of County agency and department personnel and materials
o Prerequisite for requesting a Governor’s Proclamation
When/Why Not to Proclaim:
• A Proclamation of Emergency is a certification that local resources are or are expected
to be exhausted.
• A Proclamation of Emergency may have a negative psychological effect upon
constituents.
California Government Code §8588.15
This Government Code requires the incorporation of the Disability Community into the
California Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) via representatives on the
SEMS Committees and the SEMS Technical Working Group. Within the SEMS structure, the
State secretary shall ensure, to the extent practicable, that the needs of the disabled
community are met by ensuring all committee recommendations regarding preparedness,
planning, and procedures relating to emergencies include the needs of people with
disabilities.
California Contingency Plan for Extreme Cold / Freeze Emergencies 2013
The California Contingency Plan for Extreme Cold/Freeze Emergencies describes state
operations during cold weather related emergencies and provides guidance for state
agencies, local government, and non-governmental organizations in the preparation of their
extreme cold/freeze emergency response plans and other related activities.
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Butte County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan (OA EOP) 2011
The Butte County OA EOP addresses the Butte County’s planned response to extraordinary
situations associated with natural disasters and/or technological incidents including both
peacetime and national security operations. Although its primary focus is on the provision of
coordinated mutual aid within the OA and fulfilling reporting requirements to the State of
California, it also provides an overview of the operational concepts relating to various
emergency situations, identifies components of the OA emergency response organization,
and describes the overall responsibilities of the OA for supporting OA Members in protecting
life and property and assuring the overall well-being of the population.
Butte County Operational Area Care & Shelter Annex 2011
The Butte County OA Care and Shelter Annex describes the policies, procedures, roles, and
responsibilities associated with the care of members of the community prior to, during, and
after a local or countywide emergency, including those with disabilities and others with
access or functional needs, evacuees and those people who rely on shelter in-place in lieu of
evacuation. The Annex addresses housing, food, clothing, behavioral health and other
essentials required by people who have been affected by an emergency or displaced from
their homes.
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Appendix A: Agency Checklists/Responsibilities
Butte County Office of Emergency Management
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup). If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Extreme Cold Weather Event (see Phase portion of
plan) the following may be implemented:
Phase I – Seasonal Readiness
 Coordinate with Public Health and Department of Employment and Social Service
(DESS) to ensure Persons with Disabilities and others Access with Functional Needs
are addressed.
 Develop public safety materials to be distributed during workshops, fairs, public
meetings and through social media.
 Maintain processes to disseminate extreme cold/freeze emergency information to
vulnerable populations in a timely manner through service groups, food banks,
disability organizations, care providers, medical and health facilities and private
industries.
 Coordinate and provide cold/freeze weather information to Butte/Glenn 2-1-1.
 Review Warming Center guidelines, Plan activation criteria.
 Maintain & review facility contact list for warming center locations.
 Coordinate with the Red Cross to determine appropriate shelter locations.
Phase II – Cold/Freeze Alert
 Check Torres Shelter and Oroville Mission census to determine need of warming
centers.
 Monitor and track cold weather information reports from NWS.
 Participate in briefings from the Cal OES or the NWS.
 Ensure the Health Officer; Public Health Emergency Response Coordinator and CAO
have been briefed on current reports by an email correspondence or phone call.
 Notify County departments tasked with additional duties in this Appendix that Cold
Weather Outlook or a special weather forecast with overnight temperatures of 25
degrees or less has been issued and the county agency should refer to their checklists
for roles and responsibilities.
 Notify all emergency managers or within the Butte County OA of the Cold Weather
Outlook or a special weather forecast for jurisdictions within Butte County having
forecasted temperatures of 25° F or less has been issued for three or more days.
 Alert volunteer and service groups, disability organizations, social services agencies,
medical and care homes in coordination with DESS and Public Health.
 Distribute information specific to the extreme cold/freeze emergency event at hand to
local jurisdictions.
 Ensure that the facilities identified for warming centers will be available.
 Notify transit of the potential need to transport individuals to warming centers or shelters.
 Notify Cal OES Emergency Services Coordinator of current situation, if not available call
the Inland Region Duty Officer or the Cal OES Warning Center at (916) 845-8911
 Monitor the CAISO for Stage 2 Emergency.
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Phase III – Cold/Freeze Emergency
 Monitor and determine need for Extreme Cold Weather Overnight Warming Center, Red
Cross Shelter and other resource needs.
 Activate EOC
 Provide regular media releases
 Monitor the CAISO for Stage 3 Emergency.
 Prioritize public offices that should remain open or closed to conserve energy if
necessary.
 Issue targeted extreme cold/freeze emergency advisories to vulnerable population
through all sources.
 Ensure pet and animal extreme cold/freeze emergency impacts are being addressed.
 Through Cal OES request use of Silver Dollar Fair grounds for Extreme Cold Overnight
Warming Center.
 Maintain regular situation status reports to Cal OES.
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Public Health Checklist
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup). If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Extreme Cold Weather Event (see Phase portion of
plan) the following may be implemented:
Phase I – Seasonal Readiness
 Coordinate with Butte OEM and Department of Employment and Social Service
(DESS) to ensure Persons with Disabilities and others with Access and Functional
Needs are addressed.
 Develop public safety materials to be distributed during workshops, fairs, public
meetings and through social media.
 Collaborate with partners to provide cold/freeze related informational material available
to senior centers, homeless shelters and other stakeholders that serve at-risk, frail,
and people with disabilities and others with access and functional needs. Coordinate
and provide cold/freeze weather information to 2-1-1.
Phase II – Cold/Freeze Alert
 Distribute information specific to the extreme cold/freeze emergency event at hand to
local jurisdictions and medical facilities.
 Continue to collaborate with partners to provide heat related informational material
available to senior centers, homeless shelters and other stakeholders that serve at-risk,
frail, and people with disabilities and others with access and functional needs. Establish
call in line recorded message for the incident.
 Identify availability of staff to support warming center or shelter operations.
 Increase surveillance efforts pertaining to extreme cold/freeze emergency related deaths
and injuries, utilizing dispatch centers, area hospital emergency room statistics and other
resources.
PHASE III Cold/Freeze Emergency
 Monitor and determine need for Warming Center, Red Cross Shelter and other resource
needs.
 Issue targeted extreme cold/freeze emergency advisories to vulnerable populations
through all sources.
 Activate Department Operations Center (DOC) and/or have staff available for the County
EOC.
 Declare Public Health emergency as appropriate.
 Ensure pet and animal extreme cold/freeze emergency impacts are being addressed
through special facilities or pet accommodation at or near shelter locations.
Continue surveillance efforts pertaining to extreme cold/freeze emergency related deaths
and injuries, utilizing dispatch centers, area hospital emergency room statistics and other
resources.
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Department of Employment & Social Services (DESS) Checklist
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup).If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Extreme Cold Weather Event (see Phase portion of
plan) the following may be implemented:
Phase I - Seasonal Readiness
 In Home Visit Plan
 Coordinate with state programs serving people with disabilities to ensure needs are
addressed.
 “Working Group” service organizations, food banks etc.
Phase II – Cold/Freeze Alert
 Alert social service agencies
 Distribute information specific to the extreme cold/freeze emergency event at hand to
clients and partners
 In home visits by volunteers and service groups.
 Identify staff availability for warming center or shelter operations.
Phase III – Cold/Freeze Emergency
 Issue targeted extreme cold/freeze emergency advisories to vulnerable populations
through all sources.
 Determine staffing needs for a warming center or shelter and have staff available for
activations.
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Department of General Services (Logistics Section) Checklist
The Butte County OEM will monitor weather forecasts (Public Health is the backup).If the
NWS issues information pertaining to an Extreme Cold Weather Event (see Phase portion of
plan) the following may be implemented:
Phase I – Seasonal Readiness
 Facilities cold weather plan
 Cold weather resource needs. (De-icer, pipe insulation, PPE, etc.)
 Properly insulate utility connections.
Phase II – Cold/Freeze Alert
 Assist in determining facility availability
 Determine any transportation resource needs.
 Plan transportation services and ways for individuals to request transportation if utilities
fail.
 Identify staff availability for possible DOC or EOC activation.
Phase III – Cold Freeze Emergency
 DOC/EOC activation, as appropriate.
 Monitor power usage in case of rolling black outs or large scale power outages.
 Monitor/Preventive measures to prevent frozen pipes (24/7 if necessary).
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Appendix B: The Electrical Grid and CAISO
The Independent System Operator (ISO) independently manages the flow of electricity
across the high-voltage, long-distance power lines for the grid serving 80 percent of California
and a small part of Nevada. Every five minutes, the ISO forecasts electrical demand and
dispatches the lowest cost generator to meet demand while ensuring enough transmission
capacity for delivery of power. The following are a few notifications issued by CAISO:
Flex Alerts – A call to consumers to voluntarily conserve energy when demand for power
could outstrip supply. This generally occurs during heatwaves when electrical demand is
high.
Transmission Emergency – Declared for any event threatening or limiting transmission grid
capability, including line or transformer overloads or loss.
Stage 1 Emergency – Contingency Reserve shortfalls exist or forecast to occur.
Stage 2 Emergency – The ISO has taken all mitigating actions and is no longer able
to provide its expected energy requirements.
Stage 3 Emergency – The ISO is unable to meet minimum contingency reserve
requirements, and load interruption is imminent or in progress.
Anyone can go to www.caiso.com for the latest grid emergency information or to sign up for
alerts. The OEM is signed up for these alerts.
Notifications
Utilities generally rely on media releases to inform the public of electric power disruptions.
Ongoing emergency coordination between city and county emergency managers and
utility providers could enhance advance notification of electric disruptions and restoration
coordination.
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Appendix C: Definitions
The following terms are presented here with the commonly accepted definitions to avoid
confusion and misunderstanding. Some of the terms may have different meanings outside
of the scope of this plan. Weather definitions are NWS information.
Freeze Definitions from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s –
National Weather Service Glossary
Freeze - A freeze is when the surface air temperature is expected to be 32°F or below over
a widespread area for a climatologically significant period of time. Use of the term is
usually restricted to adjective [horizontal air flow] situations or to occasions when wind
or other conditions prevent frost. "Killing" may be used during the growing season
when the temperature is expected to be low enough for a sufficient duration to kill all
but the hardiest herbaceous crops.
Freeze Warning - Issued during the growing season when surface temperatures are
expected to drop below freezing over a large area for an extended period of time,
regardless whether or not frost develops.
Freeze-up Date - In hydrologic terms, the date on which the water body was first
observed to be completely frozen over.
Freezing Drizzle - A drizzle that falls as a liquid but freezes into glaze or rime upon contact
with the cold ground or surface structures.
Freezing Drizzle Advisory - Issued when freezing rain or freezing drizzle is forecast but a
significant accumulation is not expected. However, even small amounts of freezing rain or
freezing drizzle may cause significant travel problems.
Freezing Fog - A suspension of numerous minute ice crystals in the air, or water droplets
at temperatures below 0º Celsius, based at the Earth's surface, which reduces
horizontal visibility; also called ice fog.
Freezing Level - The altitude at which the air temperature first drops below freezing.
Freezing Rain - Rain that falls as a liquid but freezes into glaze upon contact with the
ground.
Freezing Rain Advisory - Issued when freezing rain or freezing drizzle is forecast but a
significant accumulation is not expected. However, even small amounts of freezing rain
or freezing drizzle may cause significant travel problems.
Synoptic Weather Observation - A surface weather observation, made at periodic times
(usually at 3-hourly and 6-hourly intervals specified by the World Meteorological
Organization), of sky cover, state of the sky, cloud height, atmospheric pressure
reduced to sea level, temperature, dew point, wind speed and direction, amount of
precipitation, hydrometeors [precipitation] and lithometeors [usually dust, smoke or
pollen particles] and special phenomena that prevail at the time of the observation or
have been observed since the previous specified observation.
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Synoptic Model - Any model specifying a space distribution of some meteorological
elements. The distribution of clouds, precipitation, wind, temperature and pressure in
the vicinity of a front is an example of a synoptic model.
Warming Centers - Facilities that are made available by public, private and volunteer
organizations as a temporary relief station from extreme cold/freeze weather
conditions.
Emergency Management Planning Definitions
Contingency Plan - Refers to a subset of an existing emergency plan focused on
addressing the particulars of a specific emergency scenario (i.e., earthquake, flood,
extreme cold/freeze, etc.).
Emergency Plans - As defined in Government Code §8560 (a) "Emergency plans" means
those official and approved documents which describe the principles and methods to
be applied in carrying out emergency operations or rendering mutual aid during
emergencies. These plans include such elements as continuity of government, the
emergency services of governmental agencies, mobilization of resources, mutual aid
and public information.
Joint Information Center - A centralized facility for coordinating an organized, integrated,
release of critical emergency information, crisis communications and public affairs
functions, which is timely, accurate and consistent.
Local Emergency - As defined in Government Code §8558 (c)"…means the duly
proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster or of extreme peril to the safety of
persons and property within the territorial limits of a county, city and county, or city,
caused by such conditions as air pollution, fire, flood, storm, epidemic, riot, drought,
sudden and severe energy shortage, plant or animal infestation or disease, the
Governor's warning of an earthquake or volcanic prediction, or an earthquake, or other
conditions, other than conditions resulting from a labor controversy, which are or are
likely to be beyond the control of the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of
that political subdivision and require the combined forces of other political subdivisions
to combat, or with respect to regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe energy
shortage requires extraordinary measures beyond the authority vested in the California
Public Utilities Commission."
Local Government - As defined in SEMS Regulations §2402 (m) "means local agencies
as defined in Government Code §8680.2 and special districts defined in California
Code of Regulations, Title 19, §2900(y).”
Multi-Agency Cold Emergency Task Force - A working group formed at the direction of
the Governor to establish health and safety protocols for public education and outreach
efforts, safety checks on vulnerable Californians, evacuations of medical facilities and
establishment of warming centers and information lines during future cold events.
Operational Area - As defined in Government Code §8559 (b) "An 'operational area' is an
intermediate level of the state emergency services organization, consisting of a county
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and all political subdivisions within the county area."
Rotating Blackout - A process of cutting off service to selected customers for a
predetermined period (usually not more than two hours) in order to retain the integrity of
the power grid.
Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) - As defined in California Code
of Regulations §2400 as…"based upon the Incident Management System (ICS)
adapted from the system originally developed by Firefighting Resources of California
Organized for Potential Emergencies (FIRESCOPE) program including those currently
in use by state agencies, the Multi-Agency Coordination System (MACs) as developed
by FIRESCOPE program, the operational area concept, and the Master Mutual Aid
Agreement and related mutual aid systems."
State Emergency Plan - As defined in Government Code §8560 (b) "…means the State of
California Emergency Plan as approved by the Governor." (Where in effect as defined in
Government Code §8568,"…The State Emergency Plan shall be in effect in each political
subdivision of the state, and the governing body of each political subdivision shall take
such action as may be necessary to carry out the provisions thereof.")
State of Emergency - As defined in Government Code §8558 (b)"…means the duly
proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster or of extreme peril to the safety of
persons and property within the state caused by such conditions as air pollution, fire,
flood, storm, epidemic, riot, drought, sudden and severe energy shortage, plant or
animal infestation or disease, the Governor's warning of an earthquake or volcanic
prediction, or an earthquake, or other conditions, other than conditions resulting from a
labor controversy or conditions causing a 'state of war emergency,' which, by reason of
their magnitude, are or are likely to be beyond the control of the services, personnel,
equipment, and facilities of any single county, city and county, or city and require the
combined forces of a mutual aid region or regions to combat, or with respect to
regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe energy shortage requires extraordinary
measures beyond the authority vested in the California Public Utilities Commission."
A state of emergency proclamation by the Governor is warranted when:
1. There exists conditions of disaster or of extreme peril to the safety of persons,

which, by reason of their magnitude, are or are likely to be beyond the control of
the services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of any single county, city and
county, or city and require the combined forces of a mutual aid region or regions
to combat, or with respect to regulated energy utilities, a sudden and severe
energy shortage requires extraordinary measures beyond the authority vested in
the California Public Utilities Commission [Government Code Sections
8558(b)and 8625(a)]; or
2. The Governor is requested to do so by the mayor of a city or the chairman of the

county board of supervisors or the county administrative officer [Section
8625(b)]; or
3. The Governor finds that local authority is inadequate to cope with the
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emergency [Section 8625(c)]; and
4. Local emergency response costs are significant to make these costs eligible for

reimbursement under the California Disaster Assistance Act or as a prerequisite
for a request for federal disaster assistance for state and local governments.
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Appendix D: Acronyms
Acronyms used throughout this plan and their full names are listed below as they
appear in the document:
AA/CA – After Action (report)/ Corrective Action (plan)
CAHAN – California Health Alert Network
Cal OES– California Office of Emergency Services
CAISO – California Independent System Operator
CCLHO – California Conference of Local Health Officers
CBO – Community-based Organizations
CCB – California Council of the Blind
CDFA – California Department of Food & Agriculture
CDPH – California Department of Public Health (formerly CDHS)
CHEAC – County Health Executives Association of California
CDSS – California Department of Social Services
CPUC – California Public Utility Commission
CRC – Regional Council of Rural Counties
CSAC – California State Associations of Counties
CSC – California Service Corps (now called California Volunteers)
CSWC – California State Warning Center
CUEA – California Utilities Emergency Association
DCA – Department of Consumer Affairs
DDS – Department of Developmental Services
DHCS – Department of Health Care Services (formerly CDHS)
DME – Durable Medical Equipment (i.e., wheelchairs, shower chairs)
DOA – Department of Aging
DOR – Department of Rehabilitation
EAS – Emergency Alert System
EDIS – Emergency Digital Information System
EMSA – Emergency Medical Services Authority
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EOCs – Emergency Operations Centers
FTB – Franchise Tax Board
IHSS – In-Home Support Services
JEOC – Joint Emergency Operations Center (State level CDPH/EMSA)
JIC – Joint Information Center
JPA – Joint Powers Authority LEAGUE – League of Cities
LEMSA – Local Emergency Medical Services Agency
MHOAC – Medical Health Operational Area Coordinator
NGOs – Non-Governmental Organizations
NWS – National Weather Service
OA – Operational Area
OEM – Office of Emergency Management
PD – Police Department
PHO – Public Health Officer
PIO – Public Information Office / Public Information Officer
PSAs – Public Service Announcements
REOC – Cal EMA Regional Emergency Operations Center (Coastal, Inland,
Southern)
RDMHC – Regional Disaster Medical Health Coordinator
RDMHS – Regional Disaster Medical Health Specialist
SEMS – Standardized Emergency Management System
SNFs – Skilled Nursing Facilities
SOC – State Operations Center
TDD/TTY – Telecommunications device for the deaf
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